
need for college-level courses and lets them 
move at their own pace instead of in lock-
step with classmates. White also likes the 
idea that, while she is at the computer in the 
math lab, “all day long somebody is here if I 
need help.”

White said that, while she had passed 
the writing placement test in about 13 min-
utes, after almost an hour she failed the 
math test. But halfway through the spring 
semester, she had already finished elemen-
tary algebra and had decided to move on to 
intermediate algebra.

Cleveland State, which is about 30 miles 
from Chattanooga, enrolled 3,471 students 
(2,329 full-time equivalent) this spring. 
Seven hundred students must take develop-
mental math each semester because of gaps 
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Ohio’s Brain Drain
Reform of public higher education is intended 
to change perceptions and retain graduates

economic recession is particularly severe, 
and at a time when even healthier states 
are shrugging off huge budget cuts to pub-
lic universities and colleges.

Ohio’s governor, Democrat Ted Strick-
land, has bucked the trend by making pub-
lic higher education a financial and political 
priority, on the grounds that educated grad-
uates and laboratory research with com-
mercial potential are the lynchpins of an 
economic comeback. And the universities 

By Jon Marcus

Bowling green, ohio

Three hAnDS rISe tentatively 
into the air from among nine stu-
dents in a lecture hall at Bowling 

Green State University in rural northwest 
Ohio.

That’s the number of them—these 
three out of nine—who say that they ex-
pect to stay in Ohio when they graduate.

“Too cold,” says one of the students 
who didn’t raise his hand, as the others 
chuckle.

“Too boring,” pipes in another, provok-
ing more giggles.

“no jobs,” says a third, much more seri-
ously, eliciting a somber murmur of agree-
ment.

Changing these students’ perception of 
Ohio, and Ohio’s about them, is at the heart 
of one of the most high-stakes and far-
reaching reforms of public higher educa-
tion in America—more dramatic still for 
coming in a part of the country where the continued on page 14

By Kay Mills

Cleveland, Tennessee

TIffAny WhITe, out of high 
school for 15 years, confesses that 
she was “really nervous” about tak-

ing algebra at Cleveland State Community 
College in southeastern Tennessee. “But 

continued on page 8

I’ve surprised myself by doing better than I 
thought I would,” she said. She’s motivated 
because she was laid off from a manufac-
turing job last May and wants to become a 
legal assistant.

And she is helped along by a rede-
signed math program that uses technology 
to focus attention on the skills students 

themselves—unusually independent of 
each other in Ohio, and traditionally 
fiercely competitive—have slowly bowed 
to the pragmatism of collaboration, steered 
by a chancellor who is not shy about using 
new financial realities to prod them into it 
(along with public scrutiny that risks em-

N A T I O N A L

Ohio State University, with its main campus in Columbus, is part of the University 
System of Ohio, which was created in 2007 and includes 13 public universities, a 
medical college, and 23 community colleges.
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barrassing any campuses that fail to meet 
his goals).

“The University System of Ohio is go-
ing to be the model of the 21st-century uni-
versity system,” vowed the chancellor, eric 
fingerhut, a former state senator and con-

“We’ve got 20 years 
of data to show that 
the lecture method 

of teaching 
doesn’t work.”

—Karen wyriCK, Cleveland 
sTaTe CommuniTy College

Redesigning the Basics
Tennessee’s community colleges use technology to change their 
approach to developmental reading and math

The universities in 
Ohio—unusually 

independent of each 
other, and traditionally 
fiercely competitive—
have slowly bowed to 

the pragmatism of 
collaboration.

In This Issue

STephen M. JOrDAn, president 
of Metropolitan State College of 

Denver, meets with Adele phelan, who 
chairs the board of trustees. The 
school’s “rightsizing with Technology” 
initiative is expected to save or even 
generate money, while improving the 
overall student and faculty experience. 
(See page 4.)

Karen Wyrick, math department chairman at Cleveland State College in Tennessee, 
made the instructional videos that accompany the college’s redesigned 
developmental math courses.
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EDITORIAL
Innovation and Public Trust

PUBLIC SUppOrT for the educational missions of 
higher education is at unprecedented high levels. But 
confidence in the leadership and management of col-

leges and universities has deteriorated substantially.
These finding are from Squeeze Play 2010, a recent report 

on public views of colleges and universities from public Agenda 
and the national Center for public policy and higher 
education. The erosion of public trust in the leadership and 
values of colleges and universities is not an anomaly of the re-
cession but continuation of a trend that has been documented 
over at least a decade. Americans want higher education and 
recognize its importance in the knowledge-based economy—

the proportion that be-
lieve college is “necessary 
for a person to be success-
ful in today’s work world” 
has increased dramati-
cally, from 30 percent to 
55 percent since 2000. But 
60 percent say that “col-
leges today are like busi-
nesses and care mainly 
about their own bottom 

line,” while only 32 percent believe that “colleges care mostly 
about education and making sure students have a good educa-
tional experience.” Sixty percent believe colleges could spend 
less and still maintain high quality. Almost two-thirds of 
Americans say that federal stimulus support that states and col-
leges received for higher education should have been used to 
hold tuition increases down.

public opinion research measures perceptions, not realities. 
But perceptions are one part of political and financial reality. 
for example, even as the economy and eventually state reve-
nues begin to recover, how likely is it that state appropriations 
for colleges will be a high priority if the public lacks confidence 
in the management of higher education and in its commitment 
to effective use of resources?

It is predictable that the responses of some higher educa-
tion leaders to these findings will be that the public just doesn’t 
get the severity of the budget cuts and the magnitude of the 
problems confronting colleges and universities. Similarly, the 
lay public may believe that state and college leaders don’t un-
derstand or are indifferent to the financial hardships that fami-
lies and students are experiencing. Both points of view may re-
flect realities beyond the purview of public opinion research.

But the series of studies of public attitudes towards colleges 
of which Squeeze Play 2010 is the most recent does suggest that 
what Americans are looking for is not a free ride but indica-
tions that colleges and universities share their concerns for pro-
tecting access and affordability to quality education and for us-
ing whatever resources are available for that purpose more 
effectively. Tuition increases and enrollment caps, as the public 
sees it, should be the last resorts, not the first. As difficult as in-
stitutional choices are, they are not as difficult as those faced by 
students and their families: Can I afford college at all? Must I 
select an institution based only on price rather than a fit with 
my interests and qualifications? Until colleges and universities 
realign themselves with public priorities and revamp the ways 
they serve students, including their costs and prices, the percep-
tion of unresponsiveness will only grow. yet in the face of un-
precedented and draconian budget cuts, most state and institu-
tional leaders have relied on conventional approaches—raising 
tuition as much as the market or the politics permits, and emer-
gency managerial strategies that implicitly assume eventual res-
toration of the status quo ante.

What is most striking and most disheartening is the absence 
of innovation. But there are exceptions, and this edition of 
National CrossTalk focuses on some significant programs, poli-
cies and proposals to improve college access, student learning 
and cost effectiveness, even in the face of trying economic cir-

cumstances. each represents a challenge to conventional wis-
dom about policy and practice.  each has the potential for ap-
plication on a scale that could have a major impact on the 
accessibility and performance of higher education.

There is, of course, no guarantee all these efforts will suc-
ceed, but there is much that can be learned from each of them 
about educational improvement and about policy and organi-
zational strategies that stimulate, support and reward innova-
tion. Commitment to innovation and to replicating successful 
experiments in the interest of educational improvement and 
cost effectiveness is a step on the road to restoration of public 
trust and public investment. Innovation is not a substitute for 
renewed public support, but it may be a precondition.

But the financial devastation that the economy and the 
freefall of many state budgets has visited upon higher educa-
tion has not yet moved strategic consideration of public priori-
ties or issues of productivity improvement and educational in-
novation to center stage for most public policymakers and 
college and university leaders.

—Patrick M. Callan

Innovation is not 
a substitute for 
renewed public 
support, but it 

may be a 
precondition.

The public perceives colleges and universities 
to be unresponsive to their needs

CENTER REPORTS
Recent Publications Released 
by the National Center
Policy Alert: Open-Access Colleges Responsible for Greatest 
Gains in Graduation Rates
(February 2010)

This Policy Alert, which summarizes research at Vanderbilt 
University, finds that the largest gains in graduation rates over 
the past decade have been accomplished at open-access or 
nearly open-access colleges and universities. In addition, states 
could see even bigger increases if they directed their policies 
and supports toward improving graduation rates at these 
nonselective institutions.

Squeeze Play 2010: Continued Public Anxiety on Cost, 
Harsher Judgments on How Colleges Are Run
(February 2010)

 Are colleges and universities doing all they can to keep 
costs under control? According to Squeeze Play 2010, a new 
report from Public Agenda and the National Center for Public 
Policy and Higher Education, six out of ten Americans believe 
that colleges mainly care about their own bottom lines instead 
of making sure that students have a good educational 
experience. Squeeze Play 2010 is part of a series of surveys, 
dating back to 1993, tracking public attitudes about college 
affordability and accessibility. More than half of Americans now 
say college is essential for success in the work world. Even 
more, 69 percent, say there are many qualified people who do 
not have access to higher education, up seven percentage 
points from two years ago and 22 percentage points compared 
to a decade ago.

States, Schools and Colleges: Policies to Improve Student 
Readiness for College and Strengthen Coordination Between 
Schools and Colleges
(November 2009)

The authors examine what has been tried and learned about 
state policy leadership in bridging the divide between K–12 
schools and postsecondary education.

For more information, visit the National Center’s web site at 

www.highereducation.org.
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Conference participants (left to right) Janis Somerville, staff director, National Association of 
System Heads; Peter Ewell, vice president, National Center for Higher Education Management 
Systems; William Zumeta, professor, Daniel J. Evans School of Public Affairs, University of 
Washington; and Pamela Burdman, senior project director, WestEd

Searching for Solutions
Recent Discussions of Key 
Higher Education Policy Issues

Symposium on State Policy for College Readiness 
This symposium was co-sponsored with the Southern Regional 
Education Board (SREB)
Atlanta, Georgia

The nATIOnAL CenTer recently convened meetings 
of national and state policy leaders on college access, 

affordability and college readiness. 

Symposium on College Access and Affordability
Cosmos Club, Washington, D.C.

Stan Jones, president, Complete College America (left), 
and Glenn DuBois, chancellor, Virginia Community 
College System James E. Lyons Sr., secretary of higher education, 

Maryland Higher Education Commission

Scott Pattison, president, National 
Association of State Budget Officers (left), 
and Paul Lingenfelter, president, State Higher 
Education Executive Officers

Nancy Shulock, director, Institute for Higher Education 
Leadership and Policy, associate professor, Public Policy and 
Administration, California State University, Sacramento
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Investing the Stimulus
Metropolitan State College of Denver uses 
federal funding to reposition itself for the future
By Kathy Witkowsky

denver, Colorado

MeTrOpOLITAn STATe Col-
lege of Denver president 
Stephen M. Jordan didn’t have to 

look far to find a playbook for dealing with 
the current recession. It sits on his book-
shelf, in the form of a large black binder 
that contains materials from a graduate 
course he taught for seven years at eastern 
Washington University, where he also 
served as president.

As part of the course entitled “Admini-
strators as Change Agents,” Jordan laid out 
two different strategies for coping with fi-
nancial stress.

The first: resist. In other words, con-
tinue, inasmuch as possible, to do business 
as usual. That, Jordan said, is the path to 
take if you think the financial crunch is 
short-term.

But if you suspect that the fiscal crisis 
you face is long-term, the better option, 
Jordan said, is the second of the two strate-
gies: to “realign your institution.” Trans-
lation: Suck it up and make the changes 
that are necessary to ensure your organiza-
tion can survive in the new environment. 
That’s the tack that Metro State is tak-
ing—or is trying to take, said Jordan, ex-
plaining why he chose not to rely on stimu-
lus monies to backfill state budget cuts.

“I’ve had this philosophical construct in 
my mind for a very long time,” Jordan said 
during a recent interview. But when the 
state of Colorado began to suffer from the 
economic downturn, the exercise was no 
longer an academic one. “now I’ve found 
myself having to live it.”

first, Jordan asked himself: how long is 
this recession likely to last? “I concluded 
that this was long-term, and that I really 
needed to realign the organization,” he said.

Given that Metro State was already the 
lowest funded four-year institution in one 
of the nation’s lowest funded states, making 

further cuts was not going to be easy. But 
Jordan didn’t waver from his conclusion, 
even when he found out that federal stimu-
lus funding would temporarily cover the 
entire shortfall from the state.

“I never had a doubt in my mind that 
we needed to do this,” said Jordan. So the 
next question he asked himself was this: 
“how can we use the stimulus money to 

make investments that will leave this insti-
tution better off?”

One historical lesson Jordan had ab-
sorbed came from the recession of the 
1970s, when, he said, higher education ad-
ministrators missed an opportunity to sub-
stitute technology for labor because they 
didn’t have the cash. With stimulus dollars 
at his disposal, Jordan determined that he 
was not going to make the same mistake.

Quickly, he set the wheels in motion to 
improve the school’s use of technology. 
Thirty-seven projects, ranging from creating 
a bilingual website, to tracking student suc-
cess, to creating an in-house call center for 
fundraising, are now in the works as part of 
the school’s “rightsizing with Technology” 
initiative. Some of the projects are expected 
to save or even generate money, while oth-
ers are intended to improve the overall stu-
dent and faculty experience, which, the 
thinking goes, should ultimately benefit the 
institution through improved retention and 
graduation rates.

Metro State is also using stimulus funds 
for an innovative retirement-incentive pro-
gram for senior faculty, which will save 
money, and has fast-tracked plans to offer 
master’s degree programs, which are ex-
pected to make money.

“Once this whole thing came down, and 
we started talking about the stimulus 
money, it didn’t take long for Steve to say, 
‘All we, and every other institution, are do-
ing is putting off the inevitable—because 
eventually the stimulus money is going to 
go away,’” recalled robert Cohen, vice 
chair of Metro State’s board of trustees. “So 
rather than take the money and do business 
as usual, and then fall off the cliff in a year 
or two, he said, ‘Why don’t we take this 
money and use it to retool ourselves?’”

In hindsight, Jordan’s approach may 
seem like a no-brainer. But Dennis Jones, 
president of the national Center for higher 
education Management Systems, said it’s a 
departure from what he has seen at other 
higher education institutions. Based on pre-

vious experiences, Jones said, college 
and university administrators seemed 
to view this recession as a short-term 
problem, and the stimulus dollars as 
a viable solution to it. As in the past, 
the prevailing attitude, said Jones, has 
been: “If we just hunker down for a 
year—at most two—the economy 
will come back.”

That was the sense Jordan got 
from the leaders of other public 
Colorado institutions he encoun-
tered, who seemed “puzzled” by 
Metro State’s response. “Clearly we 
were at variance with everybody,” 
Jordan said.

In fact, Carl powell, who as vice 
president of information technology 
helped design and implement Metro 
State’s technology initiative, said that 
when he spoke with his peers from 
public Colorado institutions at one of 
their monthly meetings last summer, 
many didn’t even realize the fiscal 
realities on their campuses. “A lot of them 
weren’t aware that they’d been cut or had 
gotten federal money and that it was just 
used to make up for those cuts,” powell 
said.

When powell described Metro State’s 
rightsizing with Technology initiative, he 
was met with blank stares. “It was like I was 
a Martian or something,” said powell, who 
has since taken a position at eastern 
Michigan University. “They all just looked 
at me like I’d grown a third arm.”

By September, said powell, those same 
information technology people, many of 
whom were being asked to terminate sys-
tems, clearly understood the seriousness of 
the situation. Their response to what powell 
was doing at Metro State had changed from 
one of incredulity to one of interest. “But 
by then, the train had left the station, and 
they were all very much in react mode,” 
powell said.

exactly how effective the initiative will 
be is an open question. But it will be an-
swered. At the insistence of the board of 
trustees, Jordan has hired a consultant to 
track the investments and the results. Board 
member ellen robinson said that gave her 
the reassurance she wanted that the money 
would be well managed.

“Spending like this could be a deep 
dark hole and an excuse to spend lots more 
money if you get halfway through projects 
that don’t get finished on time or go over 
budget,” said robinson. She speaks from 
experience: In the late ’90s, she founded a 
startup company that didn’t get past the 
software development phase.

“That was my education, in terms of the 
school of hard knocks, as it relates to how 
difficult it is to be on time and on budget 
with technology,” robinson said.

The proof, as the saying goes, will be in 
the pudding. But at this point, Jordan is be-
ing hailed as a visionary by both his faculty 
and his board of trustees. “I would have to 
say that he is brilliant at moving things for-
ward—at seeing what the next step is, and 
moving there,” said Lynn Kaersvang, fac-

ulty senate president. “I am very grateful, as 
the chair of the board, to have an innova-
tive, entrepreneurial, not-afraid-of-change 
thinker,” said Adele phelan, who chairs 
Metro State’s board of trustees.

That was exactly what the board was 
looking for back in 2005, when it hired 
Jordan to rebuild the institution after years 
of budget cuts and administrative uncer-
tainty. founded in 1965, Metro State, which 
shares a campus in downtown Denver with 
the University of Colorado Denver and 
Community College of Denver, is not well 
known outside the city. But it is one of the 
nation’s largest undergraduate-only institu-
tions, with a steadily growing enrollment of 

just over 23,000, nearly a quarter of whom 
are minorities.

Jordan didn’t waste any time as he set 
out to improve student and faculty morale 
and raise the school’s profile. To date, he has 
added nearly 200 additional full-time fac-
ulty, 25 percent of whom are minorities; 
boosted faculty salaries; and become a 
strong voice for the school at the legislature 
and in the business community. he has set a 
goal to increase Metro State’s hispanic en-
rollment from 13 to 25 percent, a bench-
mark that would earn the school a designa-
tion as an hispanic Serving Institution, thus 
rendering it eligible for millions of dollars in 
federal grants. And he has spoken fre-
quently and without irony about improving 
the school’s dismal graduation and reten-
tion rates and making Metro State the pre-

Thirty-seven projects, 
ranging from creating 
a bilingual website to 

tracking student 
success, are now in the 
works as part of Metro 

State’s “Rightsizing 
with Technology” 

initiative.

Stephen M. Jordan, president of Metropolitan 
State College of Denver, chose not to rely on 
federal stimulus monies to backfill state 
budget cuts.

In 2005, Stephen M. 
Jordan was hired as 
president of Metro 
State to rebuild the 

institution after years 
of budget cuts and 

administrative 
uncertainty.
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Adele Phelan, who chairs Metro State’s 
board of trustees, says that college-
wide discussions about how to deal 
with cuts in state funding were a 
useful, if painful, exercise.
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special projects that will be of long-term 
benefit to the school. Meanwhile, their sala-
ries will be paid out of stimulus funding—
the total cost is anticipated to be between 
$1 million and $2 million, depending on the 
response—and Metro State can hire less 
expensive faculty to fill their tenure-track 
positions.

Anne hatcher, professor of human ser-
vices and co-director of the school’s Center 
for Addiction Studies, is one of three faculty 
members who have signed up to participate. 
Thanks to the stimulus funding, hatcher 
has been able to drastically reduce her 
teaching load and devote her time to de-
signing a master’s program in her field that 
she hopes will be approved and imple-
mented within a few years.

“I’m pleased to have the opportunity to 
do this, because I worked really hard to 
build this program, and I think this will just 
make it stronger,” said hatcher, adding that 
many people have told her this is the best 
legacy she could leave the school.

Metro State also spent stimulus money 
designing curricula so it could fast-track 
plans for its very first master’s degree pro-
grams. pending final approval by the north 

2010; if those come through, they will also 
be spent on these new programs. “It was, in 
some sense, an opportunity for us,” said 
Jordan.

The rightsizing with Technology initia-
tive, designed to increase efficiency by sav-
ing time, money and resources, is receiving 
$2.6 million in stimulus funds. (Because of 
restrictions on the use of stimulus funds, the 
school is spending an additional million dol-
lars out of its general operating budget for 
associated hardware and software costs.) 
The ideas for the initiative’s 37 individual 
projects came from faculty, staff and stu-
dents. They were chosen from a list of 
nearly 100 submitted proposals based on 
two factors: ease of implementation, which 
was paramount, because the stimulus 
money has to be spent by July 2011; and 
projected benefits.

The latter are more difficult to quantify. 
“Some of these [outcomes] will not be clear 
for a number of years,” said robert 
Williams, who was hired to track the proj-
ects’ implementation and results. “Savings is 
just one aspect of it. We’re also creating new 
services and increasing efficiency.”

The initiative itself is going well, 
Williams said, with about half a dozen proj-
ects already up and running, including one 
that makes 3,000 professional development 
courses available online, free of charge to 
faculty and staff. But its name was an unfor-
tunate choice, because it led some to sus-
pect the school was in fact planning to 
downsize. (In the fall, as faculty were just 
returning to campus and learning the de-
tails of the initiative, Williams became ac-
customed to hearing himself referred to in 
hushed tones as “the Grim reaper.”)

In addition, according to Carl powell, 
the former vice president of information 
technology, the initiative faced political 
pushback from people who felt it was too 
time-consuming, and that Metro State 
should simply use the stimulus money as 
backfill. But Jordan’s support helped mini-
mize the criticisms. “having the president 
as chief cheerleader on this helped cut some 
of the naysayers to the side,” powell said. 
“We always kept this as a presidential initia-
tive and didn’t let it slide into being an IT 
initiative. We always said that would be the 
kiss of death.”

Jordan and his staff have also held nu-
merous meetings to assure faculty and staff 
that, rather than reducing personnel, the 
initiative actually provides for additional 
hires. At least 17 of the projects will require 
one or more new employees. “What we did 

right was being very public about 
it,” Jordan said.

now that those concerns have 
been addressed, Kaersvang said, 
many faculty members are excited 
about the addition of new technol-
ogy, such as a system that will allow 
them to remotely access their work 
files and software. “At this point, I 
think faculty are pleased about the 
process,” she said.

faculty are also happy that 
Metro State has earmarked stimu-
lus funding for a retirement-incen-
tive program, the idea for which 
originated from the faculty. The 
voluntary program, called Cap-
stone, allows senior faculty who 
want to retire by July 2011 to shift 
out of the classroom and work on 

Central Association of Colleges and 
Schools, all three programs—in teacher ed-
ucation, accountancy and social work—are 
slated to be offered starting in fall 2010; 
they are expected to generate income 
within three years.

Other uses of the stimulus monies in-
clude hiring grant writers, who are expected 
to be self-supporting, and paying for schol-
arships and some adjunct faculty, which 
frees up money from the general operating 
budget for different expenditures, such as 
replacing outdated equipment.

“At the very time when you would ex-
pect the institution to be contracting at all 
levels, we’ve used this as an opportunity to 
re-look at ourselves and make ourselves 
better,” said Cohen, the board vice chair.

Indeed, on the Metro State campus, 
there is a sense that the school is gaining 
rather than losing ground. In addition to the 
stimulus-funded projects, Metro State is 
proceeding with plans to construct both a 
new student services building and a hotel 
where students majoring in hospitality will 
train. It is working to better serve and re-
cruit hispanic students en route to its goal 
of earning hispanic Serving Institution des-
ignation. It is laying the groundwork for its 
first-ever capital campaign. And, in the in-
terest of branding, it is exploring the idea of 
changing its name to something less ge-
neric.

“Despite everything going on around 
us, it feels like we’re really moving forward,” 
said Sandra haynes, dean of the school of 
professional studies.

If there is a downside to Jordan’s entre-
preneurial leadership, said phelan, it’s that 
Metro State may wind up being a victim of 
its own success. “My worry is that if you 
present yourself as too self-sufficient, the 
politicians will latch onto that,” she said.

Lynn Kaersvang, the faculty senate 
president, shares that concern. She gives 
Steve Jordan credit for going to bat for the 
college, and for making the most of scarce 
resources. But she wonders: “At what point 
does it become impossible to do more with 
less? At what point does the infrastructure 
get thin enough so that it just breaks?” u

Kathy Witkowsky is a freelance reporter in 
Missoula, Montana.

eminent public urban baccalaureate college, 
a western version of City College of new 
york.

And Jordan had no intention of letting 
a recession get in the way.

So in December of 2008, with the state 
facing a massive budget shortfall, Jordan 
and his team began drawing up a three-
tiered plan that would allow the school to 
deal with an expected cut in state funding 
the following year.

They designed three options: one if, as 
predicted, their budget took a ten percent 
hit; another if the cuts were deeper; and a 
third for what administrators considered a 
worst-case scenario. Those were established 
“with impressively college-wide discus-

sions,” said Kaersvang, who said Jordan has 
earned widespread respect for his commit-
ment to both the institution and the faculty.

It was a useful, if painful, exercise, ac-
cording to phelan. “you learn where your 
priorities are,” she said.

In May 2009, the school learned that the 
worst-case scenario had come to pass: 
Metro State lost $9.9 million in state appro-
priations—about 20 percent of its state 
funding—for this fiscal year.

yet even though they knew that federal 
stimulus funding would cover the shortfalls, 
Jordan and his board resisted the tempta-
tion to, as his academic model put it, simply 
resist. Instead, they followed their plan to 
absorb the cuts. The good news: The school 
managed to avoid layoffs. The bad news: It 
had to eliminate about 100 positions (they 
had gone unfilled due to a hiring freeze 
Jordan had imposed previously) and ax a 
faculty pay-for-performance system that 
had been in the works for three years.

But by doing so, Metro State has been 
able to allocate the $10 million in stimulus 
money it has received this year to reposi-
tion itself for the future. Metro State is an-
ticipating another $4 million in stimulus 
funds for the fiscal year that begins in July 

“Savings is just one aspect of it,” says Robert Williams, a consultant for Metro 
State’s “Rightsizing with Technology” initiative. “We’re also creating new services 
and increasing efficiency.”

Given that Metro State 
was already the lowest 

funded four-year 
institution in one of the 
nation’s lowest funded 

states, making 
further cuts was not 

going to be easy.

Federal Stimulus Funds 
Projects at Metropolitan 
State College of Denver 
• An early-retirement incentive program
• Developing and implementing master’s degrees 

programs that are expected to generate revenue
• Hiring additional grant writers
• Thirty-seven technology projects, including:

• Creating a Spanish-language website
• Software that will allow students and faculty 

to remotely access their courseware
• Tracking student success to enhance retention
• Phones and software for in-house fundraising
• An online alumni tracking system
• Integrating social media and networking for 

alumni and development offices

Lynn Kaersvang, president of Metro 
State’s faculty senate, says many 
faculty members are excited about the 
addition of new technology.
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By Susan C. Thomson

PrinCeTon, new Jersey

arThUr e. LevIne is a hurried 
man on a big, bold mission. his 
goals, he says, are to dignify class-

room teaching, attract exceptional people 
to it, transform the college and university 
programs that prepare them, and create the 
teacher-education models of the future. 
he’s thinking nationally, but he’s acting a 
state at a time, starting with Indiana.

There, 56 high-achieving, handpicked 

men and women are rounding out a trans-
formative year, earning master’s degrees 
while spending long hours in classrooms, 
learning to teach by watching and doing. 
Come late summer, when the bells ring in a 
new school year, they will begin new ca-
reers teaching science and math in some of 
the state’s lower-income public secondary 
schools.

As teaching recruits, they’re a decided 
breed apart—and above. each brought to 

this challenging year at least a bachelor’s 
degree, typically in math, science or engi-
neering. More than a quarter came with 
advanced degrees—ph.D.s and MBAs in-
cluded—as well. They range from fresh 
college graduates to 60-something retirees 
returning to the workforce. More than half 
are career changers with resumes that in-
clude jobs like laboratory technician, med-
ical technologist, respiratory therapist, vet-
erinary assistant, wildlife manager, 
pharmaceutical researcher and bench sci-
entist.

They are the inaugural class of a new 
Woodrow Wilson national fellowship 
foundation program for would-be teach-
ers—the above-average kind that the high-
energy, highly persuasive Levine had in 
mind when he became the foundation’s 
president in 2006.

he arrived on the job after a dozen 
years as president and professor of educa-
tion at Teachers College, Columbia 
University, where he had established him-
self as a vigorous advocate of greater, re-
search-based rigor in teacher education.

Then came a timely convergence of his 
and the foundation’s priorities. The founda-
tion, famous since its founding in 1945 for 
providing stipends to prospective college 
and university teachers, was looking for a 
new direction. Levine, at the same time, 
was wrapping up Educating School 
Teachers, a 148-page report that offered an 
unflattering assessment of the nation’s 
1,206 schools, colleges and departments of 
education.

“At the moment, teacher education is 
the Dodge City of the education world,” 

Levine wrote in the report. 
“Like the fabled Wild West 
town, it is unruly and disor-
dered. The disorder is increas-
ing as traditional programs vie 
with nontraditional programs, 
undergraduate programs com-
pete with graduate programs, 
increased regulation is juxta-
posed against deregulation, 
universities struggle with new 
teacher education providers, 
and teachers are alternatively 
educated for a profession and a 
craft.”

Levine led the team that 
did the underlying research, 
which included case studies of 
28 departments or schools of 
education, plus surveys of thou-
sands of education faculty, 
deans and department chairs, 
as well as teachers and princi-
pals. The report, published un-
der his name alone, faulted 
teacher education in general 
for, among other shortcomings, 
low admissions standards, over-
emphasis on theory at the ex-
pense of practical, classroom 
experience, and, for beginning 
teachers, a lack of follow-up and 
on-the-job support.

Levine concluded 
by advocating, as a new 
standard in the field, 
five-year, research uni-
versity-based training 
that would allow teach-
ers-to-be to both com-
plete an academic ma-
jor and get plenty of 
classroom practice. To 
attract the most promis-
ing teacher candidates, 
he suggested a new 
scholarship, equivalent 
in prestige to the 
rhodes, created by, for 
instance, the federal 
government or a phi-
lanthropy.

Or, as he recalls pro-
posing in his job inter-
view, perhaps such a 
scholarship could be 
created by the Wood-
row Wilson national 
fellowship foundation. 
What better sponsor 
than an organization 
with decades of experience working with 
colleges and universities, and with several 
dozen nobel laureates, MacArthur fellows 
and pulitzer prize winners among its 20,000 
alumni? The foundation seized on the idea 
and hired Levine to implement it.

Levine hit the ground running. The 
teaching fellowships he had in mind would 
be competitive, limited to outstanding stu-
dents who had already earned their under-
graduate degrees, typically not including 
education courses. Successful candidates 
would receive $30,000 stipends for a full-
time year at a university, where they would 
divide their time between study toward 
their master’s degrees and equally de-
manding “clinical” work in schools, where 
they would be accepted and mentored 
more like medical interns than old-school 
student teachers. In exchange, the fellows 
would commit to then teach three years in 
“high-needs” middle or high schools. And 
their universities would continue to mentor 
them on their jobs.

As Levine concedes, none of these 
ideas originated with him or the founda-
tion. If not in widespread use, all had been 
strongly endorsed by research, and they 
added up to “a collection of best practices,” 
he said. “We just put them together in ways 
you don’t usually see them.”

Taking early shape along the lines 
Levine envisioned was the foundation’s 
Leonore Annenberg fellowship, funded by 
the Annenberg and Carnegie foundations, 
with places for 25 fellows each at Stanford 
University and at the universities of 
virginia, Washington and pennsylvania.

Levine was pleased—up to a point. “It 
was a good strong program, but it didn’t 
have enough leverage,” he said. In other 
words, he didn’t think it would go far 
enough fast enough to accomplish his far-
reaching goals. he foresaw greater, quicker, 

Arthur Levine, president of the Woodrow Wilson National 
Fellowship Foundation, hopes to spread the foundation’s 
teaching fellowship programs to all 50 states.

more lasting impact if the states could be 
engaged as fellowship partners and cham-
pions.

States could offer the fellowships high 
visibility. States could build supportive co-
alitions of leaders to sustain them. plus, as 
Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels pointed 
out, states are uniquely positioned to take 
down barriers to teaching, making way for 
non-traditional candidates.

When Levine came calling about In-
diana’s possible interest in Woodrow Wil-
son teaching fellowships, Daniels was 
“thrilled” by what he saw as an opportunity 
“for real improvement in our time,” espe-

cially in the subjects where Indiana stu-
dents were coming up the shortest on state 
tests—science and math. So he suggested 
that the fellowships be restricted to those 
fields.

having won Daniels to his idea, Levine 
followed up by getting buy-ins from the 
state’s movers and shakers in education, 
business, government, labor and philan-
thropy.

The Woodrow Wilson Indiana Teaching 
fellowship in math and science, funded by 
a $10 million grant from the Indianapolis-
based Lilly endowment, and the Annen-
berg fellowship were announced together, 
in December 2007. Consistent with 

When Arthur Levine 
came calling about 
Indiana’s possible 

interest in Woodrow 
Wilson teaching 

fellowships, Governor 
Mitch Daniels was 

thrilled.
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Under the guidance of 
university faculty and 
carefully selected in-
school mentors, the 

fellows assumed more 
and more classroom 

responsibilities.

New Teacher Education
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation 
program brings change, one state at a time
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“We don’t have a ‘Woodrow Wilson model,’” says 
Constance Bond, a foundation vice president. “We 
don’t go in and give them a program that they must 
implement.”
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tion, Kassig said. “everything hap-
pens quicker. everybody—students 
and teachers—needs to be able to 
adapt quickly to change.”

That is no problem for Cummings, 
whose year included clinical work in 
11 different schools, such as suburban 
Indianapolis’ Ben Davis high School, 
where half the students are minori-
ties, and half qualify for free and re-
duced-rate lunches. for her, what 
took the most getting used to was “a 
lot of little things,” like taking atten-
dance on a computer.

Gradually, under the guidance of 
university faculty and the experi-
enced teachers carefully selected as 
their in-school mentors, Cummings 
and the other fellows assumed more 
and more classroom responsibilities. 
By spring, they were teaching most, if 
not all, of their mentors’ schedules.

All this while, the fellows were 
continuing their graduate courses. “I 
knew this wasn’t going to be a 40-
hour-a-week program,” Cummings 
said. But the 12-hour days of school 
followed by evening classes were 
“very hard.” The combination added 
up to “a lot of work, more work than 
had been anticipated,” said another 
of the fellows, hwa Tsu, who had to put 
aside his work on a ph.D. in biomedical en-
gineering.

Traci Schath, once an IBM engineer, 
said she learned to get by on about four 
hours of sleep a night. The demands fraz-
zled even Tim Devlin, at 25 one of the 
youngest fellows. “every day at 9:30 (p.m.) 
I’m barely keeping my eyes open, because 
I’m so tired,” he said.

Along the way, three of the original 59 
fellows dropped out. “We feel OK about 
that, given that in all three cases it was for 
personal reasons,” Bond said.

for the remaining fellows, the learning 
curve was steep, but they scaled it quickly. 
“I think their transition from when they 
walked into the program was huge,” said 
Kathi Walton, an instructional coach who 
observed fellows at Decatur high School in 
suburban Indianapolis. “They showed great 
development quickly.”

Kassig said the fellows he mentored 
stood out among the two dozen or so stu-
dent teachers he has had in his 36 years of 
teaching, exceeding all three of what he 
sees as the profession’s basic requirements: 
“If you’re going to teach, you have to have 
something to say, and you have to care 
about kids, and you have to have classroom 
management skills.”

Come spring, the fellows came under 
the added pressure of looking for the jobs 
they pledged to do for three years in ex-
change for their training and $30,000 sti-
pends. Many are anxious because, in the 
wake of state funding cuts, the news from 
schools across Indiana is less about hiring 
than laying teachers off. Bond is confident, 
and she pointed out that math and science 
teachers are always “in huge demand,” and 
that many schools delay hiring until sum-
mer, when they know exactly what open-
ings they have. “We don’t have any indica-
tion at this point that these fellows are 
going to have trouble finding jobs,” she 
said.

The fellows are at least assured that, 

classrooms, working up to full days in their 
last ten weeks. Their population-center lo-
cation allowed IUpUI and the University 
of Indianapolis more flexibility in schedul-
ing their fellows’ clinical work.

The foundation took sole responsibility 
for recruiting and selecting the fellows, and 
it wasted no time in doing so, inviting appli-
cations in July 2008. To amass the largest 
possible candidate pool, it sent personal in-
vitations to qualified college seniors, adver-
tised on radio and in newspapers and mag-
azines, and notified college alumni offices, 
state unemployment offices and downsiz-
ing employers.

One of those ads, and a newspaper col-
umn about the fellowship, grabbed the at-
tention of Laura Cummings, who had 
“been teaching one thing or another”—in-
cluding college biology and pre-school mu-

sic—and loving it for 20 years since earning 
her master’s in biochemistry. “The fellow-
ship came at just the right time,” she said, 
because her four children were newly in 
full-time school. And she was persuaded by 
“the fact that the foundation was adding 
some prestige to teaching.”

hers was among 318 applications—
each consisting of a resume, transcripts and 
three letters of recommendation—for the 
60 possible slots. She became one of about 
130 finalists, selected for a day of interviews 
and other exercises, including reading, writ-
ing and teaching a five-minute sample les-
son. She and 58 others—20 each for IUpUI 
and the University of Indianapolis, and 19 
for purdue—made the final grade.

All started flat-out, 
with summer school 
courses. In some of the 
career changers, some 
observers sensed a cer-
tain culture shock—as 
the fellows became stu-
dents again, and then 
as they started working 
with this new and chal-
lenging generation of 
students. “The demo-
graphics are obviously 
different,” said ed 
Kassig, a biology 
teacher who mentored 
fellows at the In-
dianapolis  public 
Schools’ Broad ripple 
high School, where 
more than 80 percent 
of the students are 
African American, and 
60 percent qualify for 
free or reduced-rate 
lunches. As children of 
the video-game age, all 
are visual learners, used 
to immediate gratifica-

once on the job, they won’t be abandoned 
to sink or swim as so many first-year teach-
ers are. The foundation has seen to that by 
requiring their universities to continue 
mentoring them for their three-year class-
room commitments. As they firm up their 
different plans for doing that, the universi-
ties are considering, besides the expected 
one-on-one coaching by school and univer-
sity faculty, such innovative add-ons as on-
line discussions and video critiques.

The fellows are achievers, accustomed 
to success—academic and professional. In 
what will doubtless be a first for many, they 
will be judged as teachers, in part, by the 
success of others. Levine said their first 
measure will be their students’ scores on 
next spring’s state assessment tests, due for 

release before the school year is out.
Longer term, he said, the fellows will be 

followed to see how long they last in their 
new profession. And the fellowship pro-
gram as a whole will be evaluated on its 
success in bringing change to teaching and 
teacher education.

It was in hopes of improving on the U.S. 
Department of education’s depressing sta-
tistic that half of all U.S. teachers leave the 
profession within five years of entering it 
that the foundation made closely super-
vised clinical work a must in the fellows’ 
programs. research has linked lack of su-
pervision to teacher burnout as well as low 

When Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels 
learned about the Woodrow Wilson teaching 
fellowships, he saw an opportunity “for real 
improvement in our time.”

Levine’s state theory, the bigger headline-
maker by far was the Indiana version, with 
openings for 20 fellows each annually at 
the University of Indianapolis, purdue 
University, Ball State University and 
Indiana University-purdue University 
Indianapolis (IUpUI), starting with the 
2009-10 school year.

Constance Bond, a foundation vice 
president, said that the four universities 
were chosen because all were already of-
fering graduate degrees in teacher educa-
tion, and all were open to change.

The foundation insisted that each uni-
versity come up with an entirely new cur-
riculum for its fellows, developed by a com-
mittee made up of faculty from math, 
science or related disciplines, as well as 
from education. The result had to be an in-
tegrated mix of the academic and the clini-
cal, graduate school and classroom, theory 
and practice. Otherwise, the universities 
were free to design their programs. “We 
don’t have a ‘Woodrow Wilson model,’” 
said Bond. “We don’t go in and give them a 
program that they must implement.”

The work proved burdensome enough 
that Ball State decided early on to take an 
extra year to prepare. The three other uni-
versities proceeded.

The University of Indianapolis designed 
a master of arts in teaching degree consist-
ing entirely of new courses solely for its fel-
lows.

IUpUI created a hybrid of new courses 
and borrowings from its Transition to 
Teaching program for non-education grad-
uates, and then combined them into three 
different tracks, each leading to a different 
education-related master’s degree.

purdue tailored its curriculum to its 
School of education’s emerging, special 
mission to prepare teachers for poor rural 
schools, coming up with a master of science 
degree in education made up of existing 
courses, and new fellows-only ones in rural 
education.

Given the long distances between the 
campus and its focus schools, purdue’s fel-
lows began by spending one day a week in 

Longer term, the 
fellowship program as 

a whole will be 
evaluated on its success 
in bringing change to 
teaching and teacher 

education.

“The fellowship came at just the right time,” says Laura 
Cummings, of Indianapolis. She credits the program for doing 
“a great job of immersing us in schools from day one.”
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continued on page 10

Half of all U.S. 
teachers leave the 

profession within five 
years. Research has 

linked lack of 
supervision to teacher 

burnout and low 
student achievement.
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in their background. But in the past only 54 
percent of them moved on.

“We’ve got 20 years of data to show 
that the lecture method of teaching doesn’t 
work,” said Karen Wyrick, math depart-
ment chair. “We had too many kids failing. 
We had too many kids dropping out before 
they got through. This approach is quicker 
and saves money.” It also helps students 
complete the courses at higher rates. for 
example, the completion rate (that is, 
achieving a C or better) for elementary al-
gebra was 50 percent before the redesign, 
68 percent afterward. The intermediate al-
gebra completion rate increased from 57 
percent to 74 percent.

In addition, the overall college reten-

tion rate increased by seven percent in 
spring 2009. “That’s due to the math de-
partment,” Wyrick said.

Cleveland State’s redesign and several 
others in Tennessee occurred with the sup-
port of the national Center for Academic 
Transformation (nCAT), headed by Carol 
Twigg, its president and CeO. Starting in 
fall 2007, the Tennessee Board of regents 
(TBr) staff convened meetings to familiar-
ize its schools with the nCAT approach to 
delivering instruction by taking advantage 
of technology and measuring student learn-
ing, all with the aim of serving more stu-
dents better and at less cost. Supported by 
an $8.8 million grant from the pew 
Charitable Trusts, nCAT had previously 

awarded grants to 30 colleges and universi-
ties to reorganize large classes, such as the 
psychology 201 course at Cal poly pomona.

representatives from all the commu-
nity colleges and universities—the Uni-
versity of Tennessee system does not come 
under the Tennessee Board of regents—
had to attend the first sessions. After that, 
participation was voluntary; 17 of the 19 
TBr schools submitted 28 applications for 
redesigns. nCAT awarded six grants of 
$40,000 each to Tennessee schools, using 
money from the fund for Improvement of 
postsecondary education (fIpSe). five 
were community colleges; the sixth was 
Austin peay State University. Two rede-
signs covered remedial reading or writing 
courses, and four involved math.

nCAT reported that the redesigns at 
four of the schools improved course com-
pletion rates and school retention rates 
while reducing costs. financial savings at 
the community colleges ranged from 19 
percent to 51 percent.

nationwide in this round of grants, 
nCAT has also worked with campuses in 
four other states: Arizona, Mississippi, new 
york and Maryland. Most of the schools 
involved are four-year institutions, but 
niagara County Community College in 
Sanborn, new york, received a grant to re-
design its introductory statistics course.

Much of the action concerning devel-
opmental education is occurring at the 
community college level, as states work to 
shift these courses out of four-year institu-
tions. The education Commission of the 
States (eCS), based in Denver, Colorado, 
which worked with Tennessee in preparing 
its fIpSe grant application, sponsors the 
“Getting past Go” project through which it 
helps states develop policy and model prac-
tices to improve developmental education, 
thus increasing college retention and grad-
uation rates. 

Among the states working in this area 
is California, which has a Basic Skills 
Initiative, begun in 2006 through the com-
munity college chancellor’s office. It helps 
colleges to improve their developmental 
courses and faculty training to teach them. 
high schools are also getting more directly 
involved. In florida, for example, the state 

is working with high 
schools to assess students’ 
abilities and provide any 
remedial help needed be-
fore they get to college.

Bruce vandal of the 
eCS says that across the 
country there is “greater 
recognition that there 
needs to be a more cus-
tomized approach in our 
delivery of developmental 
material.” One size does 
not fit all. “What’s exciting 
about Tennessee’s work is 
that it is focused system-
wide,” vandal  said. 
“Tennessee is far and 
away ahead in that ap-
proach.”

At northeast State 
Community College, in 
Blountville near the Tri-
Cities area of Tennessee, 
the redesign effort cen-
tered on the developmen-

tal reading course, considered the gate-
keeper for other classes. “If you can’t read 
for information, you don’t do well in other 
classes,” said Xiaoping Wang, dean of 
northeast’s behavioral and social sciences 
division and lead staff member on the re-
design. “Once students fail this reading 
course, they disappear.”

Work in the redesigned reading course 
is divided into 20 modules. All students 
take sections on note taking and highlight-
ing as well as test taking. The next eight 
units are considered priority: vocabulary, 
reading for the main idea, supporting de-
tails, patterns of organization, purpose and 
tone, inference and critical thinking. There 
are ten extra units that can help students 
not only to read better but also to increase 
their grades if they complete them satisfac-
torily. These include active reading strate-
gies, outlining and summarizing, and time 
management.

northeast’s program uses a lab and 
web-based learning materials. Myread-
ingLab, a product of pearson education, 
Inc., gives students diagnostic tests, various 
reading assignments, tips on areas such as 
identifying slanted language or supportive 
details, and tests to determine whether the 
student is ready to move on. readings in-
clude such topics as planning a trip to the 
Getty Center in Los Angeles, or the emer-
gence of jazz; practice tests might involve 
readings about a presidential advisor meet-
ing the press, or about human cloning.

“We made quite a few changes as we 
went along,” Wang said. “There has been a 
learning curve for the faculty.” Wang ex-
plained that it was understood from the 
outset that the lab work must build into the 
course because “community college stu-
dents aren’t going to stay to use the lab” as 
some at four-year schools might do. The 
planners added a reading group meeting 
after the first semester of the pilot project 
because many students felt lost, with no 
connection with each other or the faculty. 
In that reading group, the instructor covers 
the concepts involved. Then students work 
independently.

In one of the labs, instructor Jimmy 
henson was providing individual help, and 

“Reading is needed for virtually all college courses,” says Xiaoping Wang, who 
was the lead staff member on the redesign of Northeast State Community College’s 
developmental reading course.

checking students’ course notebooks—an-
other addition after the pilot project began. 
“We were struggling with the whole moni-
toring process,” henson said. “Students 
didn’t know how to keep course materials 
organized.” henson added that faculty 
were “just relying on verbal assurances but 
often found the students hadn’t really mas-
tered the material.” The notebooks include 
sheets recording whether students have 
worked on various concepts, and their 
scores on practice tests.

Almost ten percent of northeast’s 5,841 
students (3,975 full-time equivalent) take 
this course, and they cannot advance unless 
they finish it. “Math is only a prerequisite 
for math and science courses, but reading is 
needed for virtually all college courses,” 
Wang said. The student success rate for tra-
ditional reading courses at northeast was 
58 percent, while the success rate for rede-
signed courses averaged 60 percent over 
three semesters, and significantly more stu-
dents had A’s and B’s in the redesigned 

course than in the traditional one. When 
the redesign was fully implemented, stu-
dents averaged 86 percent on the final 
exam, compared with 81 percent in tradi-
tional classes.

The redesigned course also saved 
$41,119, a 51 percent reduction, by enlarg-
ing class sizes and using fewer adjunct fac-
ulty. Using the lab approach allowed one 
faculty member to provide more attention 
to more students, Wang said. “Success is the 
main thing,” she added. “If we save money 
but don’t do well, then we don’t do this. The 
savings are icing on the cake.”

At henson’s friday morning lab ses-

Much of the action 
concerning 

developmental 
education is occurring 

at the community 
college level, as states 

work to shift these 
courses out of four-
year institutions.

After revising its three 
developmental courses, 
Cleveland State’s math 

faculty found that 
the number of students 

in college-level 
classes increased.

 “I’ve surprised myself by doing better than I thought I 
would,” says Tiffany White, who took algebra at 
Cleveland State Community College in Tennessee 15 
years after finishing high school.

TENNESSEE
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there were any questions. “A young man 
put up his hand and asked, ‘Can we go 
back across the hall?’ And I’ve never had a 
focus group since.”

The Jackson State program is called 
SMArT Math, an acronym for Survive, 
Master, Achieve, review and Transfer. 
When the college began its redesign, frost 
said, they surveyed the math faculty to see 
what competencies, or skills, were involved 
in their courses. That helped them decide 
how many modules to include in the rede-
signed course. Then they took the list of the 
competencies to be developed to all the 
departments and asked them which of 
those skills students absolutely needed to 
complete their classes.

“previously, students whose goals were 
to be a registered nurse, an 
elementary school teacher 
or a rocket scientist had to 
pass, or test out of, the same 
deve lopmenta l  math 
courses before enrolling in 
the courses and programs 
they came to college to take 
in the first place,” according 
to the college’s description 
of its math program. “Tra-
ditionally, developmental 
math courses required stu-
dents to learn competencies 
not necessary to be success-
ful in their chosen career.” 
That is no longer the case at 
Jackson State.

Overall, redesign stu-
dents increased their aver-
age post-test scores in all 
courses by 15 points, ac-
cording to the math depart-
ment. The percentage of 
students passing develop-
mental math courses has in-
creased by 45 percent. The 
SMArT Math program re-
duced the cost per student 
by 20 percent, by increasing 
the maximum class size 
from 24 to 30, providing the 
chance for students to com-
plete the developmental 
work more quickly, reduc-

there in a lecture class.”
After revising its three developmental 

courses, Cleveland State’s math faculty 
found that the number of students in col-
lege-level classes increased. “prior to rede-
sign, we had about 400 students per semes-
ter in college-level math courses,” Wyrick 
said. “We now have 500 to 600 in these 
courses per semester.” As a result, the fac-
ulty redesigned eight college-level courses. 
“We had seven full-time faculty, and other-
wise it would have been hard to field the 
load.”

Betty frost, associate professor of math 
at Jackson State Community College in 
west Tennessee, was initially a naysayer as 
well. now she has been named as one of 
six nCAT scholars who will help teams 

from 50 schools prepare redesigns under 
the organization’s new program called 
“Changing the equation.” Some of those 
schools will receive $40,000 grants for math 
redesigns, with funds from the Bill & 
Melinda Gates foundation.

“This is my 35th year of teaching at 
Jackson State,” frost said. “I’m kind of old-
school. I thought the students needed some 
classroom instruction. Some others were 
that way, too, but I was probably the worst 
one.” The faculty decided to have focus 
groups where they could go over some of 
the material, then students could talk about 
it and ask questions. One day frost took 
her students across the hall from the lab to 
a classroom and was talking about some-
thing—equations perhaps—and asked if 

ing the number of sections taught by full-
time faculty from 78 percent to 58 percent, 
and by using tutors at lower cost per hour 
than faculty.

The Community College futures As-
sembly, based at the University of florida, 
gave its Bellwether Award to both the 
Cleveland State and Jackson State rede-
signed math programs, the former in 2009 
and the latter this year. These awards “rec-
ognize outstanding and innovative pro-
grams and practices that are successfully 
leading community colleges into the fu-
ture.”

Two of the Tennessee programs—a 
reading and writing redesign at Columbia 
State Community College in the center of 

 “I didn’t think technology could be as effective as me,” says Jimmy Henson, an 
instructor at Northeast State Community College, who was skeptical of the new 
reading program, but has become a convert.

sion, students of varied backgrounds were 
working on practice tests, moving at their 
own pace. Chelsea Anderson, who gradu-
ated from high school in 2007, is a first-year 
student who wants to become an x-ray 
technologist. “I goofed off” in high school, 
she admits, but says now she is learning 
how to apply herself. Bo Bellamy, 38, was 
laid off from construction work in 
December, so he enrolled at northeast 
State to study electrical technology in or-
der to get the certificate he needs for better 
jobs. “It’s a whole different world now,” he 
said.

C.h. Charlton, the other full-time de-
velopmental reading instructor, was in fa-
vor of the redesign from the beginning. he 
had been concerned that when students 
were at different places in their learning in 
traditional classes, some were slowed 
down.

however, henson was skeptical at first. 
“I didn’t think technology could be as ef-
fective as me, with a degree in teaching 
reading,” he said. he became a convert 
once he had hands-on experience with the 
program. “I said, ‘Wow, this is great.’” he 
saw students grasping material where pre-
viously he would not have known whether 
they got it or not. “They may do well on a 
quiz or on a test, but I don’t know whether 
they really have mastered it,” henson ex-
plained. “Once I see them interacting with 
the modules, I see whether they are com-
fortable with the material. I saw their ‘aha’ 
moment more often than I saw it in the 
traditional setting.”

Likewise, Karen Wyrick said that she 
“just wanted to lecture. I thought that if I 
was not standing up there in front of them, 
teaching them, they weren’t going to get 
it.” So John Squires, the department chair 
at the time and lead person on the 
Cleveland State math redesign, asked her 
if she wanted to make the videos that ac-
company the course. Students can watch 
those CDs and use the modularized mate-
rial on computers. Last year, Wyrick said, 
one of her colleagues had a student who 
completed elementary algebra, intermedi-
ate algebra, college algebra and statistics in 
one year. “That student would have been 
bored out of his brain if he’d had to sit 

The Community 
College Futures 

Assembly, based at the 
University of Florida, 

gave its Bellwether 
Award to both the 

Cleveland State and 
Jackson State 

redesigned math 
programs.

“You can’t just stick a student at a computer,” says John Squires, who led 
Cleveland State’s math course redesign and is now chair of the Chattanooga State 
math department.

continued next page

NCAT, The national Center for Academic Trans-
formation, is an independent non-profit organiza-

tion dedicated to the effective use of information technol-
ogy to improve student learning outcomes and reduce 
the cost of higher education. nCAT provides expertise 
and support to institutions and organizations seeking 
proven methods for providing more students with the ed-
ucation they need to prosper in today’s economy.

Today, many organizations and companies offer tech-
nology-based solutions for streamlining academic and ad-
ministrative systems, as well as products that enhance the 
educational experience. however, nCAT is the only re-
source recognized for translating its vision for achieving 
improved learning outcomes at a reduced cost into a 
proven track record of success. nCAT furthers its mission 
of creating lasting change in higher education through a 
number of initiatives designed to provide research-based 
solutions, expertise and support to educational systems 
interested in improving quality, increasing access, and us-
ing resources more effectively.

To learn more about nCAT, please visit: http://www.
thenCAT.org

The national Center for public policy and higher 
education has published additional information about 
technology-based higher education programs, available at 
our website: www.highereducation.org. This includes the 
following: Policy Alert: Course Redesign Improves 
Learning and Reduces Cost, by Carol A. Twigg (June 
2005); and “Technological Transformation: An Ambitious 
national effort to Use Technology More effectively in 
Large Introductory University Classes,” by Kay Mills, 
National CrossTalk (Summer 2002). u



colleges and universities that have learned 
about the fellowship, and are adding ele-
ments of it to their teaching degrees.

Daniels has been so impressed that he is 
talking about expanding the Indiana fellow-
ships to history and perhaps special educa-
tion. Math and science are just “the place to 
start, not to stop,” he said.

Levine’s strategy is to proceed state by 
state, as, one by one, they find the money 
and the structure to support their own fel-
lowships.

earlier this year, the foundation an-
nounced that Ohio and Michigan will be 
next up. The W.K. Kellogg foundation has 
pledged $16.7 million to the fellowships in 
Michigan, where the foundation has chosen 
as its partners the University of Michigan, 

Michigan State University, eastern Michi-
gan University, Western Michigan Univer-
sity, Grand valley State University and 
Wayne State University.

In Ohio, financing is coming from a 
combination of state and foundation funds, 
and fellowship sites will be Ohio State 
University, the University of Cincinnati, 
John Carroll University and the University 

student achievement, a point underscored 
by a policy brief issued in March by the 800-
member American Association of Colleges 
for Teacher education (AACTe).

Cummings credits her program for do-
ing “a great job of immersing us in schools 
from day one.” “That has been critical,” she 
said. And she considers herself ready to 
teach until she retires.

Devlin, who said he spent the year be-
tween his college graduation and his fellow-
ship living in his van and pondering his fu-
ture, is also into teaching for the long term. 
“This is the first time I know what I want to 
do with my life,” he said.

The fellowship has been a learning ex-
perience not just for the fellows but also for 
the three universities that took them on, and 
they are changing their other teacher-edu-
cation programs accordingly. “It has rein-
forced our move to more site-based junior-
year methods classes for elementary and 
secondary programs,” said Kathy Moran, 
dean of the University of Indianapolis’ 
School of education. “It has allowed the 
traditional faculty to think outside tradi-
tional models.”

IUpUI will add more mentoring to its 
Transition to Teaching program, having 
learned from the fellowship how valuable 
that is, said patricia rogan, dean of the uni-
versity’s School of education.

purdue has been encouraged to increase 
the clinical content of its secondary educa-
tion program, said Sidney Moon, an associ-
ate dean of education.

Levine said he has heard from still other 
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the state, and a math redesign at Chatta-
nooga State Community College—were 
considered less successful. nonetheless, said 
Treva Berryman, TBr’s associate vice chan-
cellor for academic affairs, “what we learned 
from them may have made a huge difference 
systemwide. It’s not that they failed if they 
saved other campuses from similar problems. 
A pilot’s a pilot. Give it a try.”

Communication is often a problem in 
redesigning courses. If a leader in a pilot 

TENNESSEE
from preceding page

program thinks it isn’t going to work, “you 
can forget about the rest of the people,” 
Berryman said. “you have to be willing to 
fail. And presidents have to give support so 
that people aren’t punished if they do fail.”

nCAT’s Carol Twigg has her own as-
sessment. The Columbia State redesign 
failed to incorporate a lab where students 
could work, she said, and did not offer them 
enough support in the technology they did 
have, which can be a big problem in a rural 
area. As for the math redesign at Chatta-
nooga State, “the math faculty didn’t want 
to do it,” Twigg said bluntly. But the aca-

demic vice president 
did, she added, and has 
hired John Squires, who 
led Cleveland State’s 
redesign, to chair the 
Chattanooga State 
math department. he 
and the math faculty 
there are now creating 
mini-lectures students 
can attend, bridging the 
gap until they can pre-
pare CDs with the 
course material similar 
to the ones Wyrick and 
others made at Cleve-
land State.

“you can’t just stick 
a student at a com-
puter,” Squires said. 
Chattanooga’s earlier 
attempt “just didn’t 
work,” he added, point-

ing out that Cleveland State “had a semes-
ter of planning and a semester to create the 
program. Chattanooga is in the midst of it. 
We’re having to push the reset button and 
build it as we go. We have ten faculty work-
ing on course materials, and ten doing the 
mini-lectures. They will be developing the 
videos over the summer. We have much 
more flexibility at Chattanooga.” Demand 
at Chattanooga State is greater as well. Of 
9,427 students (5,988 full-time equivalent) 
last fall, about 2,000 had to take develop-
mental math.

The Tennessee Board of regents is ex-
panding its redesigns for developmental 
courses, and by 2013 all its community col-
leges must have in place programs that have 
technology as an integral part and must fo-
cus on helping students master the subjects 
at their own pace. Developmental work was 
already a major focus in TBr’s strategic 
plan for 2005–2010 after the state legislature 
told the system it needed to do more with 

less, said paula Short, vice chancellor for ac-
ademic affairs.

Tennessee worked with nCAT because 
it had “a proven record in creating change,” 
Short said. nCAT provided training for ap-
plicants and helped follow the pilot pro-
grams to see what worked and what didn’t. 
“We saw this as systemwide. We offered 
training to everyone. We wanted them all 
to have the benefit of that training,” she 
added. “redesign may appear piecemeal 
because we’re not finished. It will be sys-
temwide.”

As the colleges prepare their redesigns, 
Berryman said, “we’re asking them to start 
with a blank slate. Take what you know 
about how students have changed, how ca-
reers have changed, how technology has 
changed. If developmental studies didn’t 
exist, what would you need to carry our 
students over the next 25 years?”

“We are not trying to fix what was bro-
ken in the past,” Berryman added. “We are 
trying to teach whatever competencies they 
need for careers they are going to choose. 
That really is a different philosophy.”

Betty frost knows that from her own 
experience. She recalls a student years ago 
who wanted to enter the nursing program 
but was struggling with intermediate alge-
bra. “She just never got it, and she disap-
peared. Today we see she didn’t need inter-
mediate algebra for nursing.” u

Kay Mills is the author of “This Little Light 
of Mine: The Life of fannie Lou hamer” 
and four other books.

The Tennessee Board of 
Regents is expanding 

its redesigns for 
developmental courses, 

and by 2013 all its 
community colleges 

must have such 
programs in place.

FELLOWSHIP
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Levine presses 
enthusiastically on. 
His goal is to spread 
the Woodrow Wilson 
Teaching Fellowship 

program to 
all 50 states.

of Akron.
The two new states will welcome their 

first fellowship classes for the 2011-12 school 
year.

Levine happily did some elementary 
school math: Add 20 more fellows from Ball 
State University beginning next school year, 
and Indiana will be producing 80 Woodrow 
Wilson teachers, increasing the state’s total 
supply of secondary science and math teach-
ers every year by 20 percent. In Michigan, 
six universities times 20 fellows each equals 
120 fellowship graduates a year—enough to 
fill all of the math and science vacancies in 
Kalamazoo, Detroit, Battle Creek, Benton 
harbor and Grand rapids. “extraordinary!” 
he exclaimed.

Still, Levine presses enthusiastically on. 
he’s in conversations with several other 
states (no names, please!) about possibly 
starting Woodrow Wilson Teaching fellow-
ship programs of their own. And yes, he 
said, his goal is to spread the fellowships to 
all 50 states. To that end, he sees spreading 
the word—getting attention for the fellow-
ships from the media, policymakers and 
practitioners—as a major part of his job.

he has succeeded in getting notice in 
some influential and high places. In its 
March policy brief, AACTe cited the 
Woodrow Wilson teaching fellowship as one 
of five “clinical preparation programs that 
are emerging as potential models.” The brief 
said the programs are “based on the best re-
search and professional judgment,” are “in-
novative and inspiring,” and hold “great 
promise for success.” Unlike the Woodrow 
Wilson model, each of the other four pro-
grams is offered exclusively at the college or 
university that created it.

The highest notice of all has come from 
no less than the nation’s influencer-in-chief. 
In January, announcing his educate to 
Innovate campaign, aimed at getting more 
U.S. students to study and excel in math and 
science, president Barack Obama lauded 
the Woodrow Wilson teaching fellowships 
as one of “several new partnerships 
launched that will help meet our goal of 
moving American students from the middle 
to the top of the pack in science and math 
achievement over the next decade.” u

Susan C. Thomson is a former higher-edu-
cation reporter for the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch.

Ed Kassig, a high school biology 
teacher, says the fellows he mentored 
stood out among the student teachers 
he has had in his 36 years of teaching.
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“Redesign may appear piecemeal because we’re not finished. 
It will be systemwide,” says Paula Short, vice chancellor for 
academic affairs for the Tennessee Board of Regents.
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Changing the Subject
Costs, graduation rates and the importance 
of rethinking the undergraduate curriculum
By robert Zemsky and Joni finney

a pALpABLe eDGIneSS now swirls about much of higher education. While busi-
ness as usual still holds sway—at least most of the time and in most institutions—
the specter that haunts is a future of escalating risk: for public institutions, more, 

perhaps even draconian, budget cuts; for private institutions, new worries about where their 
students are going to come from and whether those students can continue to afford the tu-
itions they must charge; and for the nation’s richest and most selective institutions, a hum-
bling sense of false pride and broken promises.

not surprisingly then, just two issues now dominate discussions of higher education: costs 
and outcomes. American higher education today is an expensive enterprise that frequently 
lacks both the will and the know-how to do things differently. It is also an enterprise in which 
an embarrassingly large number of students start but do not finish a baccalaureate educa-

tion—that, and the fact that completion rates all too 
often track the wealth, location and ethnicity of en-
rolled students.

What does surprise us, however, is the fact that 
these two concerns—escalating costs and disap-
pointing attainment rates—have long been treated 
as separate issues. It is a division of responsibility as 
well as blame that mirrors higher education’s view 
of itself as having a hard side where monies are 
concerned, and a softer, more nurturing side when 
helping students achieve their academic ambitions.

Over the last year we have increasingly come to 
ask: Are we sure these concerns have either sepa-
rate causes or separate consequences? Is it not pos-
sible that controlling costs, encouraging more adapt-
able and nimble institutions, and achieving higher 

graduation rates each requires the same rethinking of a collegiate production function that 
has become both too expensive and too cumbersome to achieve the academic purposes for 
which it was originally designed?

…and spend all the money they raise
Since the 1980s, the dominant explanation for how and why colleges and universities cost 

so much has been howard Bowen’s telling observation that “universities will raise all the 
money they can and spend all the money they raise.” The way to excellence and reputation 
lies principally in having more money to spend on the good things colleges and universities 
want to achieve. Just as clearly, the quickest and easiest way to make colleges and universities 
cost less is to starve them of revenue—a proposition that the recession and state budget 
shortfalls are now testing with a vengeance.

Given the near absence of new monies and the looming presence of more economic bad 
news, higher education’s leaders have come increasingly to portray themselves as being 
caught in what John Immerwahr of public Agenda has described as an “Iron Triangle.” 
Somehow they must find ways to simultaneously control costs, increase quality and improve 
access—and that, they argue, is simply not possible.

State policymakers, less persuaded by the presidents’ arguments and newly frustrated by 
their universities’ reluctance to change, have begun to experiment with strategies that use the 
power of the public purse to exact greater efficiencies on the part of their states’ public sys-
tems of higher education. And yet the result can best be described as an operational cul-de-
sac. rhetorical tough love hasn’t worked. Budget incentives have not yielded changed educa-
tional processes. reducing state appropriations, along with limiting tuition increases, has 

yielded public colleges and universities that spend less money without becoming either better 
or demonstrably different. Salaries can be reduced, positions left unfilled, perks and ameni-
ties eliminated, all without impacting the basic production functions that shape the enter-
prise’s teaching and research missions.

The tragedy of the commons
It is this dismal prospect that has led us to search for a different set of strategies for con-

trolling and perhaps even lowering the cost of a college education. here, the question we 
asked ourselves was simply, What costs the most money? And our answer: the curriculum!

We start, then, with the curriculum, invoking a concept economists use to illustrate how 
perfectly rational actions on the part of individuals can, when summed, produce unintended 
and devastating consequences. The “tragedy of the commons” tells the story of what happens 
when a community-owned pasture (or commons) is at or near its capacity in terms of the size 
of the herd that can be fed without destroying the pasture itself. even then it remains in the 
interest of each farmer to increase the size of his own herd since he, like each of his neighbors, 
has a right to feed all the cattle he acquires on the same pasture where his, as well as his 
neighbors’ cows graze. The problem occurs when the total number of animals exceeds the 
pasture’s grazing capacity, and the pasture begins a near irreversible cycle of decline. for 
economists, the moral of the tale is that a perfectly rationale act (the individual sending just 
one more animal to graze on the commons) can have a devastating impact on the system as a 
whole (the withering of a productive pasture).

In many ways the dilemma now facing higher education reflects the tragedy of the com-
mons. Three decades of constantly adding new pro-
grams and more choices to the undergraduate cur-
riculum have yielded colleges and universities that 
are economically unsustainable and educationally 
dysfunctional. To understand how this came to pass, 
we need to revisit a piece of curricular history that 
dates back to the 1960s. Sparked by student revolts 
in europe and a wave of student-led political pro-
tests in this country, American colleges and univer-
sities responded by granting students more per-
sonal freedom and by adopting curricular changes 
that reduced both general education and gradua-
tion requirements. In time, the faculty, who had at 
first opposed student demands that they be al-
lowed to “do their own thing,” discovered that what 
was good for the goose was even better for the 
gander. few faculty enjoyed grading senior theses 
or comprehensive examinations, or teaching the required course sequences that comprised 
many major and pre-major programs at most institutions.

What took hold was a laissez-faire environment in which nearly every possible subject 
was admitted to the collegiate curriculum, provided the new course was taught by a fully 
qualified member of the faculty. Whole new disciplines and concentrations were similarly 
added, often in response to demands that full recognition be granted to specialties that previ-
ously had been considered outside the accepted canon. At the same time, except in the sci-
ences, most courses became stand-alone experiences not requiring prerequisites or, in fact, 
much if any coordination among the faculty who taught similar courses in the same depart-
ment or discipline.

for those of us on the faculty the lessening and then the elimination of most requirements 
proved a bonanza. We could teach what we wanted—principally our own specialties—when 
we wanted, without having to worry too much about how or what our colleagues were teach-
ing. each course became a truly independent experience, and our principal responsibility was 
to absorb our fair share of the enrollments, thus ensuring our department would not lose 
valuable faculty lines.

for students, this commitment to unfettered curricular choice proved more than appeal-
ing—a chance not only to do their own thing, but to change their minds, not just once but fre-
quently. The curriculum became a vast smorgasbord of tempting offerings. faculty seeking to 
insure adequate enrollment were careful to tailor their requirements and expectations to 
meet student tastes. Students could design their own majors and concentrations. But as has 
become increasingly obvious, too many students also got lost, unsure of what it took to gradu-
ate, on the one hand, or, on the other, unsure as to what was actually being asked of them in 
terms of either subject mastery or learning skills.

Institutions faced even greater problems—and here is the core of the financial side of our 
argument. The more open-ended the curriculum became—the more faculty and students 
were free to set their own schedules—the more resources, both financial and human, the in-
stitution required to meet its educational obligations. Adding more courses and majors to the 
curriculum forced the institution to spread its current faculty resources ever thinner, to in-
crease the number of full-time faculty, or, as has proven most often the case, to hire more ad-
junct faculty.

The result was an almost endless series of undergraduate curricula in which “almost any-
thing goes.” That observation was supplied by the Association of American Colleges (AAC)’s 
Integrity in the College Curriculum: A Report to the Academic Community (1985). The report 
went on to complain, “We have reached a point at which we are more confident of the length 
of a college education than its content and purpose.” What was true then is even more so to-
day. repeated calls for greater efficiency and the more parsimonious expenditure of public 
funds and tuition receipts have been rhetorically responded to and then largely put aside. In 
the meantime the fragmentation of the undergraduate curriculum continues unimpeded.

And as before, worries about the escalating cost of an undergraduate education, on the 
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Access and Opportunity
This is a critical moment for public higher 
education, one that requires new approaches
By Matthew Goldstein

The ChALLenGeS facing higher education, and the threats particular to public in-
stitutions, such as The City University of new york, are very real. And this is happen-
ing across the country.

Let me start with some basics. public colleges and universities educate almost 80 percent 
of our country’s students. They include the well-known research powerhouses that we’re all 

one hand, and, on the other, the large numbers of students who begin but do not finish a bac-
calaureate education have remained separate concerns. Those who focus on costs talk about 
outmoded work rules including tenure, presidential salaries and perks, the avariciousness of 
athletic departments, and higher education’s commitment to research always trumping its 
commitment to teaching. Those who worry about the curriculum continue to focus on its 
fragmentation, on a corresponding devaluing of the liberal arts, and on the continued sense, 
to use Integrity’s phrase, that “almost anything goes” when it comes to approving new courses, 
new majors, even new disciplines.

Curricular change as the solution
The way out of this box, we believe, is to change the curriculum to productively constrain 

both student and faculty choice. We would start by having students choose not among an ex-
panding menu of courses, but among a much shorter list of curricular pathways—that is, an 
ordered sequence of courses linked together by faculty design. This curricular structure would 
yield a much more efficient match between student needs and institutional resources. There 
would be fewer underenrolled courses and, not so incidentally, more courses taught early in 

the day as well as on Mondays and fridays (per-
haps even on a Saturday morning).

We would also use a cohort model in which sets 
of students take most, perhaps even all of their 
courses together. faculty responsible for remedial 
and developmental educational programs using a 
cohort model report important learning advantages 
leading to substantial increases in student attain-
ment. At the University of pennsylvania we teach 
in a graduate program that employs a fixed curricu-
lar pathway (no electives at all) and a cohort model 
in which peer learning is a constant, and faculty dis-
cussions of what and how each of us is teaching oc-
cur regularly.

Several other innovations would be made more 
likely by this restructuring of the curriculum. A 
changed curriculum that employs well-defined 

pathways through the curriculum could also award credit for demonstrating competence in 
the subject without having the student sit through a particular course. In general we believe a 
changed curriculum could take greater advantage of technology, both to achieve better learn-
ing outcomes and to verify that specific competencies have been mastered. In the process of 
recasting the curriculum it should also be possible to take greater account of the large num-
bers of students who will earn their undergraduate degrees while attending several, rather 
than just one, undergraduate institutions. finally, it is even possible that such a curriculum 
would allow students to graduate in three rather than four years.

The kind of reform we have in mind has one final distinguishing characteristic—it cannot 
be accomplished without full faculty engagement. Only the faculty can design the curricular 
pathways we have in mind—a lesson that those who constantly prattle about greater effi-
ciency and more learning productivity need to keep in mind. u

robert Zemsky is the founding director of the University of pennsylvania’s Institute for 
research on higher education and current chair of the Learning Alliance for higher 
education.

Joni finney is vice president of the national Center for public policy and higher education, 
and practice professor, Graduate School of education, University of pennsylvania.
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Three decades of 
constantly adding 

new programs to the 
undergraduate 

curriculum have 
yielded colleges that 

are economically 
unsustainable and 

educationally 
dysfunctional.

familiar with—the University of Texas, the University of California, the University of 
Wisconsin—but they also include smaller four-year institutions and two-year institutions. In 
fact, community colleges are the largest and fastest-growing sector of higher education in the 
nation. They enroll almost half of all undergraduates. Last year, the share of young people at-
tending college in the United States hit an all-time high, and that increase was driven solely by 

two-year colleges—CUny’s six community col-
leges among them. I call community colleges the 
sleeping giants of higher education.

In new york State, the two public university 
systems, SUny and CUny, together serve well 
over 650,000 students—at research institutions, 
liberal arts colleges and community colleges. 
When we talk about college students and college 
faculty, this is whom we’re talking about. And all 
of these students and faculty are experiencing the 
results of a freefall of state support for public 
higher education.

Across the country, between 1987 and 2006, 
the average share of public universities’ operating 

revenues from state sources dropped from 57 percent to less than 41 percent. (In new york, it 
dropped more than 13 percentage points.) And since 2006, the country’s recession has 
prompted even greater cuts by states.

you’ve seen the headlines about California this year. The University of California system 
saw its state support reduced by nearly 20 percent in 2009. Since 1990, state funding per-stu-
dent for education at UC has dropped from 78 percent of the total cost of education to 58 
percent.

But California is not an isolated case. Without the contributions that have come from the 
federal stimulus package, the total state support for public higher education across the coun-
try would have dropped 3.5 percent this year (2009-10) and 6.8 percent over the last two 
years.

Of course, there is variation among states. Some, including small-population states like 
Montana and north Dakota, but also larger states like Texas, showed increases. But eleven 
states had significant one-year declines of more than five percent—even when we include the 
federal stimulus funds. These include California, Michigan, Ohio, Washington and virginia—
all home to celebrated public research universities. At UC Berkeley alone, research has led to 
almost 2,000 inventions, and its alumni have founded 250 companies. The University of 
Michigan has licensed close to 50 startup companies in just the last five years.

As James Duderstadt, the former president of the University of Michigan, has said about 
state funding, public universities have gone from being “state-supported” to being “state-as-
sisted,” then “state-related,” and now “state-located.” I would suggest that we are sometimes 
“state-assaulted.”

Complicating the decline in state support are two factors: One is unprecedented enroll-
ment growth, largely spurred by the country’s recession; and the other is a growing need to 
prepare more students to a higher skill level.

The recession is largely the cause of the most recent growth. But CUny’s decade-long in-
creases are the result of our long-term focus on raising academic standards and burnishing 
our academic reputation. With that comes more students, and better-prepared students, who 
are retained in higher numbers.

At the same time, I hope students across the country are recognizing that they live in a 
world in which a college education is more important than ever. We’ve all talked about the 
country’s evolution from a manufacturing economy to a knowledge economy, one in which 
advanced skills are increasingly necessary. Secretary of education Arne Duncan has pointed 
out that 30 of the fastest-growing fields require a minimum of a bachelor’s degree. In this eco-
nomic environment, going to college cannot be a privilege for the fortunate few. We need 
more highly skilled graduates.

So, our situation is clear: public higher education is asked to do more with less. 
enrollments climb, state funding drops, and the pressure mounts to raise tuition and deepen 
cuts. examples abound: Students at the University of Washington absorbed a 14 percent tu-
ition hike. The University of Illinois ordered furloughs and warned students of the possibility 
of a high tuition hike later this year. The University of florida is looking to reduce enrollment 
by 4,000 by 2012. The University of California had to raise tuition by 32 percent in november.

As University of California president Mark yudof and I—and so many others—continue 
to say, we cannot simply fill in revenue gaps with tuition. Keeping college accessible is critical 
to public higher education’s core mission. The Morrill Act of 1862, which provided land to 
states for colleges, codified the importance of accessible public higher education for 
Americans. It enabled the development of the University of California, pennsylvania State 
University, The Ohio State University, the University of Wisconsin, and so many other stellar 
public institutions. That is a tradition we cannot abandon.

public higher education simply can’t compro-
mise on access or on academic quality. So we must 
be creative and entrepreneurial. public institu-
tions must take responsibility for ever-escalating 
and legitimately incurred costs; they cannot ask 
students and government to foot the bill. Whether 
through reorganization, an expansion of revenue 
sources, or improved efficiency and productivity 
generated by sometimes difficult and unpopular 
decisions, state universities must step up to the 
plate. We need to emulate some of the approaches 
long embodied by private institutions: building 

The decline of support 
for public higher 

education, and the 
stagnation that results 

from neglect, 
is nothing less than 

a national 
security crisis.

Community colleges 
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of higher education in 
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E-Barbarians 
at the Gates?
Can an Internet-based education compare 
academically to a campus experience?
By David l. Kirp

When The UnIverSITy Of ILLInOIS Global Campus, the school’s ambitious 
online initiative, crashed last spring, old-guard faculty reacted with undisguised 
glee. The university trustees pulled the plug because, two years and $7 million after 

its launch, the venture, intended to turn a profit, had enrolled only a few hundred students.
The fiasco in Urbana, like the earlier, much-publicized belly-flops at such institutions as 

Columbia and nyU, confirmed the naysayers’ belief that a university couldn’t deliver a top-
quality education by relying on a nimble online for-profit model. Indeed, many academics 
persist in believing that instruction which makes substantial use of the Internet is by definition 
worse than the classroom version; they also think it’s vulgar, if not immoral, to treat education 
as a profit-making enterprise.

In a decade or so, however, this ill-starred venture won’t be seen as a decisive defeat for 
the e-barbarians at the gates but as a $7 million learning experience.

Despite the fond hopes of many academics, “back to the future” isn’t a realistic option in 
2010. There’s no returning to the era when public dollars floated cheap-tuition higher educa-
tion, for neither the money nor the political will to raise it exists. And for universities to keep 
on doing the same thing, only less of it, is a surefire recipe for obsolescence. The drastic recent 
cuts in public funding, though occasioned by the recession, are not an aberration but the ac-
celeration of a quarter-century of public disinvestment in higher education.

Changing demographics, the disruptive technology of the Internet and fiscal realities 
all point in the same direction—greater reliance on the Web is the only feasible way to ex-
pand access to higher learning. This isn’t simply a bow to economic necessity: When the 
potential of the Web is intelligently harnessed, it’s also the best way to improve the quality 
of instruction. What’s more, despite the baleful Illinois experience, Web-based instruction 
represents higher education’s most promising source of new revenue. Community colleges, 
second-tier universities and extension programs have recognized this; it’s the elites that are 
the laggards.

The novel of manners draws its material from the divide between rhetoric and reality, 
which is why so many of those novels are set on college campuses. When professors at top-
drawer colleges talk about the “ineffable experi-
ence” of the classroom, you know they’re mostly 
blowing smoke; and when they sneer at online in-
struction as turning their institution into another 
University of phoenix, a familiar refrain among 
the ancien regime, they’re talking rubbish.

To be sure, there’s no substitute for the give-
and-take of the seminar, with a professor at the 
top of her game engaging ten or 15 students in 
verbal gymnastics, but except at liberal arts col-
leges such experiences are rarities. Undergraduates 
are mostly taught by graduate students, who are at the beginning and not the top of their 
game. The lecture, the usual mode of instruction at Stanford and Slippery rock alike, is better 
seen as an economic necessity than as a pedagogical strategy—it’s distance learning that be-
gins in the tenth row.

A decade ago, Internet-based education consisted of posting lectures online. That ap-
proach served the useful purpose of allowing students to absorb the material at their own 
pace and pepper their instructors with querying e-mails. While this is still the dominant ap-
proach, the courses have become considerably more sophisticated, the talking head aug-
mented by a host of visual aids. now, instructional materials being developed at Carnegie-
Mellon and a handful of other schools are incorporating tutorials that flag students’ problems 
and help them learn from their mistakes. Increasingly sophisticated interactive technologies 
permit students to talk among themselves, work together on projects and, as in an approach 
pioneered at MIT, carry out sophisticated lab experiments online. Constructing this kind of 
course requires far more attention to the connection between medium and message, far more 
intentionality about the nexus between learning objectives and ways of achieving those objec-
tives, than professors are used to.

endowments, finding entrepreneurial opportunities, monetizing the use of physical assets.
Let me offer an example. A few years ago I proposed a new financing model for public 

higher education, one that spreads the responsibility for funding. It’s called the CUny 
Compact, and it delineates a partnership between state government and the university—with 
state government supporting basic operations, and the institution itself, through tuition, pro-
ductivity measures and philanthropy, supporting investments at the university.

The compact recognizes that states are spread thin financially but should support public 
higher education at a base operating level. And it 
calls for modest, predictable tuition increases, 
based on economic indicators. Students and their 
families shouldn’t be hit hardest during economic 
downturns; they need to be able to plan for col-
lege costs.

It also emphasizes the need for increased phi-
lanthropy, something that would have been un-
heard of at one time. But in 2004, CUny 
launched its first-ever university-wide campaign, 
and we met our $1.2 billion goal four years early. 
We’re now in phase two, working to reach $3 bil-
lion. Support from friends and alumni, along with 
innovative public-private partnerships, is vital to our ability to invest in the university: to build 
sophisticated research centers, to attract the best faculty, to improve our technology infra-
structure, to ensure that students have the programs and services they need. CUny alumni 
include 12 nobel laureates, and that’s a tradition we are committed to expanding.

public institutions must also be willing to reorganize when necessary. We need to focus on 
restructuring strategies that best reflect our institutional strengths and opportunities for 
growth. When I began as chancellor in 1999, the university was under some political pressure 
to establish a couple of flagship colleges. This is the model in most states, which have one or 
two flagship public institutions (with the exception of California, which has several). Instead, 
we took the approach of building up and re-imagining several disciplinary areas in a collabor-
ative way—fields like photonics, the biological sciences, computer science and new media, 
teacher education and foreign languages. This was done in a very deliberate fashion, with the 
intention of raising the level of quality and productivity across the university in selected areas. 
The CUny system’s geographic density is unique among public systems, and it allows us—in 
fact, almost compels us—to work as a more integrated system.

reorganization also entails rigorous program review and assessment. All of us are 
tempted to be like the institution across the street. If they have a particular ph.D. program, we 
wonder if we need the same one. But public institutions have to look carefully and honestly at 
their offerings. At CUny, we have some world-class graduate programs in the arts and hu-
manities, and we must retain their prominence. In the past, we gave less attention to very 

promising areas in our science and technology 
graduate programs, and we are focused on build-
ing them up now. But there are still other pro-
grams that, frankly, give me cause for concern. We 
have to be willing to cut, reshape and grow, in or-
der to ensure academic quality and make the best 
use of our resources.

public institutions also need to be more ag-
gressive about strengthening research efforts and 
cultivating an entrepreneurial spirit in order to 
commercialize those efforts. But while some pub-
lic institutions have developed renowned research 
programs, others need to further develop targeted 
areas that reflect the institution’s strengths and 

potential. That’s part of the reason that I created what we call the “Decade of Science” initia-
tive at CUny. We are working to strengthen our science programs, but we are doing so in a 
way that reflects our integrated approach. for example, rather than building world-class re-
search facilities on a number of campuses, we are constructing a CUny-wide Advanced 
Science research Center that will house researchers pulled from several CUny campuses. 
The center will focus on selected areas—photonics, nanotechnology, environmental sensing, 
structural biology and neuroscience—and will be located in Manhattan, on the City College 
campus, for greater accessibility by all.

There is much that public institutions can do to meet their growing funding challenges. 
But I would also suggest that when even the modest funding goals of the compact idea be-
come difficult for states to meet, the federal government may need to assume a larger role in 
public higher education. A sustained period of decline in state funding can be very difficult to 
recover from, even for well-established universities. In fact, my colleagues in California have 
proposed a 21st-century version of the Morrill Act to encourage federal investment in the op-
eration of the country’s great public research and teaching universities in order to maintain 
their core mission: access and opportunity.

In my view, the decline of support for public higher education, and the stagnation that re-
sults from neglect, is nothing less than a national security crisis. Our economic and social well-
being, and our scientific and technological leadership, rely on our country’s universities.

Our future will be defined by the public investment we make in higher education and, at 
the same time, by our institutional ability to innovate and stay nimble. This is a critical mo-
ment for public higher education, one that requires new approaches. We simply must not 
squander the truly remarkable power and potential at our public universities. u

Matthew Goldstein has served as chancellor of The City University of new york since 
September 1999, and is the first CUny graduate (City College, class of 1963) to do so.
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gressman who ran against Strickland in the 
Democratic gubernatorial primary and is 
now the point man on one of the gover-
nor’s most high-profile issues.

It’s a tough job. even though Ohio pro-
duces more bachelor’s degrees per capita 
than the national average, it ranks a distant 
36th in the proportion of adults with at 
least an associate’s degree, 35th in the pro-
portion with a bachelor’s degree or higher, 
and 26th in the proportion with a graduate 
degree. That’s because, like the students in 
that Bowling Green lecture hall, nearly two-
thirds of graduates—and half of those with 
graduate and professional degrees—leave 
the state.

“In Michigan, and I think it’s becoming 
true about Ohio, the joke has always been 
that the biggest export is college graduates,” 
said David Jackson, a political science pro-
fessor at Bowling Green. “Why do they 
leave? Because they need a job.”

even before the current economic re-
cession, manufacturing-dependent Ohio 
lost 236,000 jobs between 2000 and 2007, 
the sharpest decline in any state since the 
Great Depression. Only neighboring 
Michigan fared worse. Since then, as the re-
cession took hold, Ohio has seen another 
13.5 percent of its manufacturing jobs dis-
appear, compared to the national average 
of 9.5 percent. Of the top ten American cit-
ies with falling populations, three are in 
Ohio. By the time Strickland took office, 
the resulting decline in tax revenue had 
forced, among other things, years of double-

digit increases in public university tuition, 
which became the fourth highest in 
America. Two-year tuition was the seventh 
highest.

But rather than having the worst possi-
ble timing for their higher education strat-
egy, which was launched just weeks before 
the start of the recession, fingerhut and 
Strickland may have had the best, since 
hard times have provided an effective argu-
ment in Ohio to drive support for public 
higher education: unabashedly linking it to 
economic prosperity.

“If you were trying to impose a system 
like this in better economic times, it 
wouldn’t be received as well,” said Ben 
Anthony, student government president at 
Ohio State University. “We wouldn’t partic-
ularly care about brain drain. We wouldn’t 
need to.”

Students get it, Anthony said. “The argu-
ment behind education has always been that 
you’re going to get something out of it. If 
you put that in economic terms, it’s more 
concrete. And I don’t see why they shouldn’t 
make that argument, because it’s true.”

yet it’s a connection universities left to 
their own devices have often failed, or been 
reluctant, to make. “There is an attitude, 
and I hope it’s fading, that universities are 
largely responsible for thinking and not 
necessarily doing,” Strickland, who once 
was a professor of psychology at Shawnee 
State University in southern Ohio, said with 
a chuckle.

fingerhut encountered that attitude, 
too, he said, when he was the ranking 
Democrat on the state Senate finance 
Committee, entertaining funding requests. 

“I would sit there and one university after 
another would come in and tell us how well 
they were doing,” he recalled. “All of that 
was certainly plausible. And yet we were 
38th in the nation in terms of educational 
attainment. We weren’t seeing the startups 
and tech transfer. Something was not add-
ing up.”

The onetime director of economic de-
velopment education and entrepreneurship 
at private Baldwin-Wallace College near 
Cleveland, fingerhut compared this to a 
businessperson trying to recruit investors 
by lamenting, “you’ve got to save me,” ver-

“The University System of Ohio is going to be the model of the 21st-century 
university system,” says Chancellor Eric Fingerhut. “Our obligation is to drive the 
economic prosperity of Ohio.”

sus another saying he’s got a great opportu-
nity to offer and there’s still room to get in 
on it. “for too long, higher education was 
on the Chicken Little side of this, not the, 
‘We’re going to succeed and here’s how we 
can help you’ side,” he said.

persuading the public and its elected 
leaders that the universities are here to help 
is effective politics, fingerhut said—some-
thing else that public higher education 
hasn’t necessarily been good at. “yes, this is 
a campaign, because campaigns are com-
munication tools,” said the chancellor, who 
joked that, within five minutes, he can turn 
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Can an Internet-based education compare academically to a campus experience? The fac-
ulty lions at the University of Illinois didn’t think so. They effectively killed the Global 
Campus by subjecting its courses to microscopic review—just as, in the late 1990s, regional ac-
creditation agencies destroyed U.S. Open University, which offered a more rigorous, varied 
and inventive course of study than most universities can boast of, by postponing approval until 
the university’s money ran out. Those Illinois professors apparently constitute a majority na-
tionwide: A 2009 Sloan foundation survey, Learning on Demand, found that more than two-
thirds of college provosts and deans do not believe their faculty accept the legitimacy of online 
education, a figure that hasn’t budged since the survey was first conducted in 2002.

This persisting hostility to e-learning is an article of faith as well as a reminder that the pro-
fessoriate, widely regarded as liberal in its politics, is Burkean when it comes to pedagogy. 
Academics attend with microscopic thoroughness to seemingly everything under the sun—
everything, that is, except what makes for effective teaching. Most professors aver, in “Lake 
Wobegon” fashion, that they are above-average instructors, but what transpires in all too 
many classrooms gives cause for heartburn. (If you’re skeptical, check out “Declining by 
Degrees,” John Merrow’s 2005 pBS documentary about the innards of college life.) faculty 
don’t have a clue about when seminars or labs are pedagogically most valuable, whether 

short-answer tests are worth the paper they’re 
printed on, or even whether asking students to 
show up at lectures is better than simply handing 
them the lecture notes; it’s a sobering experience, 
for those who think the answer is obvious, to have 
a look at the notes that students take in class—
when they’re not surfing the Internet.

On the relative merits of online and classroom 
instruction, there are data. A 2009 U.S. Depart-
ment of education meta-analysis of matched-
sample studies found that instruction conducted 
wholly online was actually more effective in im-
proving student achievement than purely face-to-

face teaching. Though that is a controversial conclusion—for one thing, students who take 
classes on the Web are considerably more likely to drop out—it is reason to take seriously the 
claims made for Internet-based learning. The best pedagogy, the study shows, involves blend-
ing online and face-to-face instruction. That result confirms the experience of researchers at 
Carnegie-Mellon, who have done the most sophisticated work in this field. There, students 
who took statistics classes online, using a tutorial program developed by the faculty, did as well 
as those who attended class. When instructors were given the opportunity to build on the on-
line tutorial, digging more deeply into the material, students progressed twice as quickly.

At some point, persisting professorial hostil-
ity to online instruction must bend to the mount-
ing evidence of its effectiveness. What’s left to 
the opposition is insecurity about becoming ob-
solete, the instructor largely replaced by an on-
line tutorial and a chat room, reduced to answer-
ing e-mail. While this fear is understandable, 
especially for adjunct faculty, quality-minded 
universities will leave coverage of the basics to 
the Web, relying on professors to nurture stu-
dents’ critical thinking in ways no machine can, 
at least as yet, hope to emulate.

“not enough [institutions] have thought stra-
tegically about [online education],” said frank Mayadas of the Sloan foundation, in U.S. News 
and World Report. “There’s still a gap between the reality of online learning and the strategic 
thinking across the board.” Is an elite online university an oxymoron? The University of 
California may be the test case. financially, the institution is up against it: Last year, an $813 
million budget cut led to a cap in enrollment and a 39 percent tuition hike, a move that 
prompted statewide protests. With no financial relief in sight, and no other way to expand ac-
cess, Christopher edley, dean of Berkeley Law and advisor to UC president Mark yudof, 
floated the idea of a virtual eleventh campus, in a Los Angeles Times op-ed.

Can California succeed where Illinois failed? virtual UC would open the doors to thou-
sands of qualified California students who have been shut out of the system; and because of 
the university’s reputation, it could attract students from around the country and across the 
globe. Lesson learned from Illinois: virtual UC would be built from the bottom up, with fac-
ulty designing and approving the courses, a trust-building exercise as well as an assurance of 
quality.

One thing’s for sure: A new crop of students will be pressuring the University of California, 
or another top-ranked school, to take the plunge. Last year one-quarter of all U.S. undergrad-
uates took an online course—that’s a 17 percent jump in a single year. Cost was one major 
consideration; familiarity with the technology was another. This generation has grown up 
wired to learn online. They’re waiting for leading institutions of higher learning to follow their 
lead. u

David L. Kirp, professor at the Goldman School of public policy at the University of 
California, Berkeley, is the author of “Shakespeare, einstein, and the Bottom Line: The 
Marketing of higher education” (2005), and “healthy, Wealthy and Wise: five Big Ideas for 
Improving the Lives of Children” (forthcoming).
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any conversation about higher education 
into a discourse on economic development. 
The message of the campaign is this: Ohio’s 
public universities were built and are main-
tained by the state’s taxpayers, and, there-
fore, “Our obligation is to drive the eco-
nomic prosperity of Ohio. It’s a planned and 
sustained strategy for building support 
within all the constituencies that matter,” 
fingerhut said.

preeminent among those constituencies 
is the republican-dominated General 
Assembly. There, legislators including Jon 
husted, a former republican speaker of the 
house who was elected to the state Senate 
in 2008, had so soured on the competition 
among the universities that they finally re-
sisted increasing their funding even enough 
to keep pace with inflation.

Although in name part of a statewide 
system, Ohio’s universities had only slightly 
less testy relationships with each other than 
they had with the General Assembly. Ohio’s 
universities, like Michigan’s, are highly inde-
pendent, in a state that is stubbornly paro-
chial, divided as it is into vastly dissimilar re-
gions (“pockets of city-states,” as Bowling 
Green president Carol Cartwright calls 
them). The most prosperous regions are on 
a diagonal from the traditional manufactur-
ing centers of Akron and Cleveland in the 
northeast to corporate Cincinnati in the 
southwest and white-collar Columbus in the 
center, while the northwest on the border 
with Michigan is industrial, and the south-
east is a part of Appalachia.

each university has its own board of 
trustees and lobbyists. each submits its own 
budget. Described by at least one Ohio 
newspaper as fiefdoms, the public universi-
ties (they prefer to call themselves “state as-
sisted,” to the annoyance of legislators) spun 
off 24 regional branch campuses, squan-
dered scarce resources on redundant pro-
grams, and battled with each other not only 
for money, but for students.

“In the past those board assignments 
were basically political payoffs, and there 
were people who were more interested in 
getting access to football tickets than in ad-
vocating for a strong system of education,” 

Strickland said. “It really prevented the 
needs of the state from being recognized.”

The business community thought so too. 
“That’s been one of our biggest problems, 
that we have these competitive silos, not 
only in our universities but in our metro ar-
eas,” said Dorothy Baunach, special advisor 
to the Ohio Business roundtable and presi-
dent emeritus of the northeast Ohio Tech-
nology Coalition. “each campus is pretty in-
sulated. It’s hard for them to think 
systemically. There’s still a lot of work to do 
to break down those walls.”

elected leaders tried in vain for years to 
coax the universities into shedding programs 
that were poorly rated or redundant, in at 
least one case cutting off state funding in 
1995 to get the University of Cincinnati, the 
University of Toledo, Bowling Green State 
University and Kent State University to 
drop their low-ranked doctoral programs in 
history. Instead, the universities simply found 
independent sources of money to continue 
them. In 2003, Strickland’s predecessor, 
republican Bob Taft, appointed a commis-
sion on higher education and the economy, 
but the universities largely ignored its rec-
ommendations.

When Strickland became governor in 
2007, one of his first acts was to call the uni-
versity and college presidents together. 
expecting a brief meet-and-greet, they were 
surprised to be kept in a conference room 
by the governor for six hours.

“I said to them, ‘I am not your enemy. I 
am your friend,’” Strickland recalled. “And I 
expressed some dismay that in the past 
higher education had become the target ev-
ery time there was a budget problem. I said, 
‘We’re going to bring an end to that. But in 
order for us to be successful together, I’m 
going to have to ask for your cooperation.’”

he told the presidents that if the state 
was going to support them, it had a right to 
expect that they would operate more effi-
ciently. he urged them to collaborate. Then 
he held up his side of the bargain by increas-
ing the state allocation for the universities 
by 3.2 percent in his first budget, and by 8.8 
percent in the second. he also backed a tu-
ition freeze that had begun in 2006 and 

would endure until summer 2009. 
even after the economy began to 
slide, causing state revenues to fall 
$1.9 billion short of projections, 
Strickland mostly shielded the uni-
versities from funding cuts. In the 
last round of $640 million in state-
wide cuts, only $25 million came 
from universities and colleges— 
about one percent, compared to 
losses of as much as 30 percent suf-
fered by some other state depart-
ments.

That got the universities’ atten-
tion. And if it didn’t, newspaper edi-
torial pages were happy to help. 
The schools “must put away the 
daggers and one-upmanship,” 
warned the Cleveland Plain Dealer. 
They had to “become team players 
in a way that they haven’t before,” 
wrote the Columbus Dispatch. nor 
did Strickland rely entirely on good 
intentions. On August 2, 2007, he 
signed an executive order creating 
the University System of Ohio, 
which includes the 13 public univer-
sities, one medical college, and 23 
community colleges. Adult career 

centers and adult basic lit-
eracy programs previously 
run by the Department of 
education were added 
later.

responsibility for ap-
pointing the chancellor was 
shifted from the often un-
responsive board of regents 
to the governor, and the 
position was raised to cabi-
net level, making Ohio one 
of only a few states—in-
cluding Colorado, Mary-
land, Minnesota and new 
Mexico—where the chan-
cellor answers directly to 
the governor. Under the 
old system, Strickland 
would have been two years 
into his term before he was 
able to make even a single 
appointment to the board 
of regents; now the chan-
cellor was directly account-
able to him.

The universities chafed, and still chafe, at 
any hint of the kind of centralization that 
exists in many other states. They want to be 
cost-effective, said Bruce Johnson, a former 
lieutenant governor and now president of 
the Inter-University Council of Ohio, the 
universities’ lobbying arm. “They want to be 
collaborative. And they don’t want to be run 
from Columbus,” said Johnson in his office 
near the statehouse in Columbus. Ohio’s 
universities prefer to be part of a system 
with a small “s,” Johnson said. “The universi-
ties themselves know how to run universi-
ties. no one here in Capitol Square does.”

Still, with his changes in place, the gover-
nor began to lay out new expectations. Less 
than a year after the university system was 
established, fingerhut delivered a ten-year 
strategic plan. Before releasing it, he said, he 
spent a day reviewing it with William “Brit” 
Kirwan, a former president of Ohio State 
and now chancellor of the University 
System of Maryland, who had helped trans-
form the higher education landscape in that 
state.

fingerhut’s strategic plan called on the 
universities to graduate an additional 
230,000 students over ten years by increas-
ing enrollment from 472,694 in 2008 to 
702,694 by 2017, and by boosting the num-
ber of degrees awarded at all levels from 
about 73,000 to 100,000 annually. They 
would also attract enough federal research 
spending per capita to move from 30th to 
the top ten in that category. The General 
Assembly agreed to base state funding for 
the four-year universities on outcomes, 
rather than enrollment; by 2012, some 30 
percent of funding could be determined by 
such things as graduation rates.

The blueprint also gave the universities 
the role of measurably improving the econ-
omy. This got the newspapers comparing 
fingerhut’s job, as Crain’s Chicago Business 
put it, to Tom Cruise’s character’s in Mission 
Impossible. “This is easy,” fingerhut said, 
pointing to a dog-eared, loose-leaf copy of 
his strategic plan for an objective titled, 
“Graduate more students.” “But this,” he 
said, pointing to the next objective, “Keeping 
graduates in Ohio,” “this is all new to higher 
education. Isn’t this the mayor’s job, the 
chamber of commerce’s job? no, it’s our job, 
and we have ways to do this.”

fingerhut promises to persuade 70 per-
cent of graduates to stay in Ohio—roughly 
the same percentage that now leaves. “We 
own this metric now, and that’s a radical de-
parture,” he said. “Sure, there’s a huge risk. 
The pushback I got on this was, ‘My gosh, do 
we really control the economy? Do we con-
trol that the hot cities are Chicago or 
Seattle?’ yes, we can control enough of this 
to make a difference about it.”

In a sector known for endless delibera-
tion and interminable process, the universi-
ties have been comparatively quick to catch 
on to the popularity of this idea. presidents 
now speak of making contributions to 
Ohio—“When each institution does well, all 
of Ohio does well,” said Bowling Green’s 
Cartwright, for instance. And they rattle off 
statistics about how they are meeting their 
targets, as if they’re reading from a common 
set of talking points.

“My impression is that they enjoy the 
respect that they are getting and the recog-

nition that I and others are showing them,” 
said Strickland. Added fingerhut: “It is a 
powerful communication strategy, and I be-
lieve the universities are starting to under-
stand that.”

Bringing the universities together hasn’t 
been entirely without problems. fingerhut’s 
plan proposes weeding out poor programs 
by rewarding good ones—designating the 
strongest programs as “centers of excel-
lence” that can especially contribute to the 
state economy, in exchange for which they 
get special funding and attention. “I noticed 
that previous chancellors spent a lot of capi-
tal trying to shut down programs,” fingerhut 
explained. The centers-of-excellence idea 
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Ohio’s governor, Democrat Ted Strickland, has 
bucked the trend of huge budget cuts by making 
public higher education a financial and 
political priority. continued next page

Ohio produces more 
bachelor’s degrees per 

capita than the 
national average, but it 

ranks a distant 35th 
in the proportion of 

adults with a 
college degree.

“When each institution does well, all of Ohio does 
well,” says Carol Cartwright, president of Bowling 
Green State University.
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leaves the decision at the university level 
“and empowers people on campus who 
wanted to do this but were hampered by in-
ternal resistance.”

Almost immediately, some presidents 
started jockeying to make sure their univer-
sities were given favored status. The presi-
dent of the University of Akron, with 
fingerhut in the audience, said in a speech 
that it should be designated northeast 
Ohio’s public research university, even 
while Kent State’s president was telling re-
porters almost the exact same thing about 
his school. The two public universities are 
only 20 minutes apart.

persuading everyone on campus to 
chant the mantra of economic development 
proved tricky, too. Some faculty members 
worried aloud that the liberal arts would be 
neglected. It was the job of politicians to 
worry about the economy, not the job of 
universities, they said.

“for a long time universities in general 
just didn’t think of economic development 
as part of their mission,” Baunach said. “It 
was basic research and teaching.” even 
now, she said, “you might have an enlight-
ened president, but then the provost is still 
old line, and the old-line professors are still 
there who think there ought to be a demar-
cation between industry and academia. Boy, 
it still goes back to that academic purity.”

But collaboration has been taking hold. 
A new Advisory Committee on efficiency, 
made up of regents, students, faculty, the 
universities and colleges, and business rep-
resentatives, meets in public and produces 

monthly reports for legislators and the me-
dia about which universities are meeting 
goals based on projects pioneered at one 
campus or another. for example, when 
Lakeland Community College piloted new 
energy-efficiency standards, all the universi-
ties were given the job of meeting them.

“Do you really want to be the campus 
that’s the least energy efficient in Ohio?” 
fingerhut asked, smiling. “That’s not what 
you want to be. This in my view is the pur-
pose of the central office. I’m trying to 
structure this so that the public pressures 
and competitive juices of people kick in.”

The universities and colleges collectively 
claim savings of $250 million, after pooling 
purchasing of everything from office sup-
plies to power. A new joint information-
technology purchasing program, which also 
involves school districts, is projected to save 
another $130 million over three years. A 
purchasing-card agreement with Jp Morgan 
will provide cash rebates estimated at about 
$6 million in five years. And Ohio is one of 
seven states to receive a grant of nearly $1 
million from the Lumina foundation on 
education to find still more ways to consoli-
date administrative operations such as hu-

man resources and payroll services across 
campuses.

Individual universities have also gotten 
into the spirit of things by striking deals 
with each other. The University of Akron 
has agreed to manage technology transfer 
for Cleveland State University. Ohio State 
and Ohio University teamed up with the 
state retirement system to save a combined 
$4 million a year on their prescription drug 
plans.

In northwest Ohio, joint degree pro-
grams have been hammered out among 
Cleveland State, the University of Akron, 
Cuyahoga Community College and Lorain 
County Community College, under which 
some students never have to leave their 
community-college campus to earn a bach-
elor’s degree. Columbus State Community 
College and Ohio University have reached 
a similar agreement. Columbus State stu-
dents can take Ohio University courses to-
ward their bachelor’s degrees without leav-
ing the Columbus State campus—at a total 
cost for the degree, said fingerhut, of as lit-
tle as $15,000.

The paths to these kinds of deals have 
been smoothed since general-education 
courses at every Ohio public university and 
college were guaranteed to satisfy basic or 
general-education requirements at every 
other Ohio public university and college. 
University students quickly figured out that 
they can use these transferable credits to 
satisfy degree requirements, and that they 
can earn them much more cheaply between 
semesters at community colleges, which saw 
a 19 percent spike in enrollment during last 
year’s summer session.

even the University of Akron and Kent 
State have reached détente. The University 
of Akron is a partner in an innovation park 
west of Akron and, in the middle of the city, 
a polymer innovation center and a biomed-
ical corridor in partnership with northeas-
tern Ohio Universities Colleges of Medi-
cine and pharmacy, while Kent State is 
redeveloping a former bus garage east of 
Akron into space for startup high-tech 
firms.

The universities are reaching some eco-
nomic development milestones, too. The 
Ohio Skills Bank, a regional workforce ini-
tiative meant to link university degree out-
put with economic needs, found that more 
licensed practical nurses were being turned 
out than are needed, but not enough regis-
tered nurses, so several community colleges 
and four-year universities teamed up to 
give Lpns the training they need to be-
come rns. After fingerhut gathered every 
engineering school dean in the state to 
make a presentation, the private aviation 
company netJets announced a $200 million 
expansion in Ohio, over other states that 
had competed for the prize, which came 
with 800 new jobs. Cincinnati-based con-
sumer-products giant procter & Gamble 
(whose Swiffer duster was developed by 
university researchers—in Japan) reached 
an agreement to underwrite research at 
Ohio’s public universities statewide, after 
the system cut through red tape that had 
previously held up research contracts by as 
much as 18 months.

“even if I could order everyone to do 
what I wanted to do across the system, you 
and I know that wouldn’t happen,” 
fingerhut said of these successes. “If some-

body wants to frustrate it or 
slow it down, they can do 
that.” Gesturing toward 
Capitol Square, 36 stories be-
low his office in Columbus, he 
added, “I am under no illusion 
that I can drop a missive out 
this window, and by the time it 
flutters to the street everyone 
is going to follow it. It’s much 
more an approach of strategic 
leadership.”

Increasing enrollment to 
meet Strickland’s target has 
been slower going. That is in 
part because, after 14 years of 
going up, the number of high 
school graduates has started 
to decline, and won’t rise 
again in Ohio until 2015—
two years after the rest of the 
country. enrollments are 
creeping higher at the public 
universities, though the num-
ber of students has risen 23 
percent in three years at the 
community colleges. To lure 
more, Ohio has done such 
things as announcing it will charge in-state 
tuition to any veteran from any state at-
tending on the GI Bill, and has started a 
program under which 305 high school se-
niors are enrolled in freshman university 
classes and can matriculate to the universi-
ties as sophomores.

On the campuses, there is palpable opti-
mism. At Bowling Green, a new center for 
the arts is going up, along with a 5,000-seat 
arena, and new residence halls. The library 
at the center of the Ohio State campus has 
been elegantly renovated, there’s a gleam-
ing new recreation center, and the student 
newspaper spent much of this academic 
year breathlessly counting down the days 
until the huge new student union opened.

“Students have just come off three 
years of no increase in tuition,” said 
Anthony, the Ohio State student president. 
“It’s very hard to not be grateful, compared 
to 40-something percent in California. 
When you look at the big picture, it’s really 
hard for us to be upset.”

Well, not that hard. The tuition freeze 
ended last summer, and students have been 
hit with two cost increases since, capped by 
the General Assembly at 3.5 percent. Their 
tuition is still among the nation’s highest. 
Ohio faces another $7 billion state budget 
shortfall over the next two years. And the 
$724 million in federal stimulus money that 
has helped protect the universities from 
deeper cuts is running out. Bowling Green 
imposed unpaid furloughs on most faculty 
and staff, 149 of whom took euphemisti-
cally named “voluntary separation bene-
fits” to retire early or to resign. fingerhut 
cut his own pay by nearly five percent.

As the recession has deepened, some 
initiatives have had to wait. A $50 million-
a-year proposal to vastly increase the kinds 
of student internships and co-op programs 
that keep graduates from leaving has been 
put on hold. So have plans to boost the 
number of science doctoral degrees and 
basic research.

nor has the employment picture 
changed perceptibly—especially as stu-
dents see it. “you can’t just wave a magic 
wand and suddenly there are jobs in Ohio,” 

said Danni McConnell, a Bowling Green 
sophomore from Columbus.

But the interest groups that sometimes 
divide higher education seem to be warily 
embracing their new roles. “There’s some 
logic” to eliminating duplication, said the 
Bowling Green political science professor, 
David Jackson, who is president of the 
faculty Association there. “how many 
ph.D. programs do you need in one state?” 
As for contributing to the economy, he said, 
“hopefully, that’s not all that people think 
we’re good for, but I don’t have a problem 
with that being some of what we’re here 
for.”

Meanwhile, of the news from states like 
California, which are slashing the same 
types of higher education funding he’s been 
trying to preserve, Strickland said, “We are 
disarming ourselves in terms of being able 
to compete in this increasingly competitive 
global economy. And I believe, as I say over 
and over, that there is an unbreakable con-

nection between economic growth and 
prosperity and educational achievement. 
Those states, and I hope Ohio is one of 
them, that have protected education and 
nurtured education, will be the states that 
will lead the new economy.”

If any of his fellow governors asked him 
why he has made the choices he has, said 
Strickland, “I would tell them that it’s en-
tirely out of selfish motivation.” u

Jon Marcus is a writer based in Boston who 
covers higher education in the U.S. for the 
(U.K.) Times Higher Education magazine.

Ohio’s universities “want to be collaborative, and 
they don’t want to be run from Columbus,” says 
Bruce Johnson, president of the Inter-University 
Council of Ohio.

Hard times have 
provided an effective 
argument in Ohio to 

drive support for public 
higher education: 

unabashedly linking it 
to economic prosperity.

from preceding page

Even after the economy 
began to slide, causing 
state revenues to fall 
short of projections, 
Governor Strickland 
mostly shielded the 
universities from 

funding cuts.
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